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Search routineS:  
taleS of DatabaSeS

LEna BrüGGEmann

long traveling shots. one sees piles of  books, rolls of  
paper, piles of  magazines, and endless rows. a micro-
phone falls into the picture. the narrator starts to speak.
in the short film toute la mémoire du monde (1956) alain 
resnais follows the long process of  sorting, tagging and 
indexing a book until it becomes a retrievable, search-
able item.

on a Kindle fire Screen, one product follows the other 
on its way into a virtual shopping cart, showing a gigantic 
database of  the useful and the bizarre, brought into order 
by the purchasing behavior of  the consumers. in their 
work Other People also Bought (2013) Sebastian Schmieg 
and Jonas lund take amazon’s prompt literally and add 
ad infinitum the next suggested item to the shopping cart. 

What is a database? and how can it be represented?
While the library, as alain resnais has shown, sits 
proudly in the center of  Paris, the places where “all 
the knowledge of  the world” today is collected, sorted 
and connected are in remote areas, in plain buildings. 
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search routines: tales of  Databases

Databases permeate our daily life. today they provide 
the infrastructure of  most elementary human actions. 
but databases and their administration and utilization 
structures are usually invisible. the internet and its 
important aspect, its database-systems, brought with 
it “strict universal standards that have been rolled out 
more widely and more quickly than in any other medium 
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throughout history” (Galloway/thacker 2007:125). 
Most of  these standards we do not notice, but they sta-
bilize and materialize social forces as well as organi-
zational and political logic. this is an aspect we could 
observe already in the alain resnais film: the camera, 
after having traveled through the back of  the national 
library of  france, arrives in the reading room. the user 
sits there and waits to get the result of  his or her query. 
to use it one does not need to know the functioning of  
the apparatus. 

search routines: tales of  Databases aims to tell a story, to 
bring things into a specific order. it’s a story of  the data-
base as form, as a cultural tool. the project, which took 
place in october and november 2014, comprised an 
exhibition and workshops at D21 Kunstraum and a sym-
posium at the sublab hackerspace in leipzig to connect 
different fields and initiate a broader discussion about 
the database as material structure which administer our 
everyday lives. the project examines the underlying his-
tory of  the ideas inside the technical standards. instead 
of  focusing on the usual visualization of  specific da-
ta-sets, in which the method of  visualization can tend to 
obfuscate its own data, it follows the logic and logistics of  
databases and the cultures and economies behind them.
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Why do we miss representations of  databases and 
data centers? Who persuaded us that technologies are 
self-acting, that they are based on pure technical rea-
soning? the missing representation seems a strategical 
move. as alexander Galloway writes: “the point of  un-
representability is the point of  power. and the point of  
power today is not in the image. the point of  power 
resides in networks, computers, algorithms, information 
and data” (Galloway 2012:92). So let us contest the im-
age of  the neutral container into which data is thrown 
and look at how to find better representations and a bet-
ter understanding of  the narratives behind.

in the exhibition at D21 Kunstraum, six international 
artists and artist groups were shown. this book contains 
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interviews, in which the artists speak about how they 
created narratives, intertwined (his-)stories of  the de-
velopment of  the relational database and the genesis of  
post-fordism (Pil & Galia Kollectiv, francis hunger), 
showed the material (Sebastian Schmieg and Johannes 
P. osterhoff) and ‘immaterial’ structures and architec-
tures (Kernel) and the scripted routines which structure 
user behavior in the interaction with databases (Sebas-
tian Schmieg and Jonas lund). 

two workshops with the artists heath bunting and 
WaiWai practiced tactics of  avoiding entry into the regis-
ters of  state- and business-governance: the participants 
in WaiWai’s workshop, after researching the data col-
lected on themselves, learned to avoid as many systems of  
control as possible, finally retreating into the wild woods 
of  leipzig. the participants in heath bunting’s workshop 
tried to find shelter by copying the strategies of  interna-
tional companies and became anonymous corporations.

in the symposium at the sublab hackerspace, computer 
scientist Wolfgang coy spoke about the historical de-
velopment of  data and data storage from tape to hard 
drives and random access discs. in his lecture, artist 
francis hunger worked out with the audience the “em-
beddedness” of  databases in everyday life, starting with 
the taking of  a shower in the morning, continuing on to 
the checking the weather forecast, to using the public 
transport system, and so on. the media theorist Marcus 
burkhardt shed light onto the genesis of  databases and 
its modeling of  the user.
in short input-lectures, the computer scientist rayk 
Westphal remarked the problem of  building categories 
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and ontologies which are able to represent the world. 
the association Bündnis Privatsphäre Leipzig reflected the 
privacy issues coming with the recording and utilization 
of  everything into electronically readable data. finally, 
sublab-member herr flupke criticized the missing liter-
acy of  most computer users, as a result leading to a kind 
of  animistic behavior similar to a belief  in magic.

this publication has as its purpose enlarging on the 
topics of  the symposium. francis hunger discusses in 
his article Database Infrastructure – Factual repercussions of  
a ghost databases as infrastructures and points out signs 
that render the interaction with a database visible. Mar-
cus burkhardt shows in his article a new Digital Purity? 
On architectures for Digital Immateriality the development 
of  today’s standards in database-modeling. by inquiring 
the historical technical discussions, he shows the cultural 
implications of  the technical structures onto our under-
standing and use of  databases today.

it is thanks to the involvement of  many institutions and 
individuals that this project was able to take place in this 
form. Starting with the most important infrastructures: 
the help of  many people organized as sublab and as D21 
Kunstraum, especially hannah Sieben, who co-curated 
the exhibition and moderated the symposium; christiane 
fiebig and Sebastian Schindler, who accommodated and 
cared for the workshop-participants; Michael heidt, 
who transcoded files and solved technical problems; Paul 
Ziol kowski, who was responsible for the setup of  the ex-
hibition and Michael Moser, who since the beginning of  
D21 Kunstraum documented the exhibition. thanks to 
Kloschi, equinox and others, the sublab system became 
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more transparent for us all. they also recorded the sym-
posium; benjamin Kiessling and tina Mamczur pro-
vided the workshop-participants with cutlery and tasks to 
develop the effort finally into a dinner. 
We would like to express our gratitude to all the artists, 
as well to the V22 Collection for lending work, and to the 
lecturer and participants; Juliane richter and William 
clapp for the editing of  this publication, and Paul Spehr 
for the design and ideas on the form of  this publication. 
at last we would like to thank francis hunger, with 
whom it was a great pleasure to work and who initially 
came up with the topic. 

Without the assistance of  supporters and sponsor this 
project would not have been possible. We would espe-
cially like to thank the Kulturstiftung des Freistaates sachsen, 
which not only funded the project but also sparked the 
the publication of  this compendium; Marcus burkhardt 
and the Hybrid Publishing Lab at lüneburg for the possi-
bility of  professional editing. further financial support 
for the project was made available by the Kulturamt der 
stadt Leipzig and stiftung Kulturwerk VG Bild-Kunst.
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intervieW: 

sEBastIan sCHmIEG

march 12, 2015, 11pm Berlin & Leipzig time
Weather Berlin: 7 degrees, rainy
Weather Leipzig: 3 degrees, cloudy

Sebastian Schmieg is an artist based in berlin. We spoke 
with him about two of  his works, both of  which were 
exhibited at D21 Kunstraum: the first is a collaboration 
with Jonas lund, Other people also bought, which consists of  
an algorithm which runs on amazon, a website, a book 
stack of  the first 10 suggested books, and an amazon- 
Kindle fire (see p. 20). the second is 10kg From the new 
Factory, a collaboration with Johannes P osterhoff. the 
work is an objet trouvé and is composed of  fragments of  
destroyed hard disks, coming from a Google-data center 
in Saint-Ghislain, belgium (p. 25).

lena brüggemann: What is an algorithm to you? how 
would you describe an algorithm?
Sebastian Schmieg: there are probably many ways to 
understand it, but at the core it’s just a sequence of  
steps that you can follow to get to some point. but now-
adays i would say its more like automating some pro-
cess in combination with data. you apply some rules 
on data.
that is the technical description of  an algorithm. if  you 
look at an algorithm from a cultural viewpoint, you look 
at which rules you build into this thing and what are the 
steps. in the end it’s people who are hiding within that 
algorithm: somebody or a group of  people define an al-
gorithm with a specific goal in mind.
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l: the core of  Other people also bought, a collaboration 
with Jonas lund, is an algorithm. beginning with the 
first product ever sold by amazon – Douglas hofstadters 
book Fluid Concepts & Creative analogies: Computer models of  
the Fundamental mechanisms of  thought. after that a script 
adds the next product suggested by amazon to an ama-
zon shopping-card, and so on.
S: in the case of  Other people also bought, Jonas and i also 
wrote an algorithm, but the target, the starting point, 
was the algorithm that is used by amazon to recom-
mend and organize their whole store. We were looking 
for a way to make this amazon algorithm visible by in-
teracting with it. that’s part of  my interest in making 
these things visible. you can say it’s a sequence of  steps 
and so on and so on, but it is pretty hard to see what 
is actually going on and what, why and for whom is it 
doing something.
l: in the work there were often very surprising and 
strange changes from one recommended product-group 
to another, for example, pacifiers followed by adapters 
to fix mobile phones to motorbikes. looking at it, i al-
ways tried personally to find explanations for this, to 
find the rules. after doing your work about it, do you 
understand this amazon algorithm or do you have just 
hints of  how it works?
S: i wouldn’t say that this work is directed towards un-
derstanding. it is not reverse engineering. of  course we 
tried to get a better understanding in some way, but at 
the same time we are telling a story with it. What one 
really understands is that it is really boring. you know, it 
goes from one mostly boring product to the next one. it 
shows just this vast universe of  boring, weird things that 
people buy.

Interview
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l: for me, especially interesting was that the first ten 
books sold, which worked as a kind of  pedestal for the 
kindle fire on which the script was running, are all about 
artificial intelligence or the enhancement of  intelligence.
S: i remember you said once that it is interesting that all 
these smart people seem to try to figure out what makes 
them so smart. i think it is a very nice starting point. 
the amazon shopping process seems rather banal or 
not too profound but in the end this is one of  these big, 
big things that might evolve into something even big-
ger, something like artificial intelligence. but in this case 
it is so obvious that it is not like this. there are some 
smart people; they create something; and we can use it. 
We can be happy that we can use it, but it is something 
that we all together create, in this case by shopping and 
browsing the amazon website. We create these connec-
tions. amazon has no idea; there are just some unrelated 
things we connect together. i think that those books in 
the beginning, asking for questions such as ‘What is in-
telligence?’ and so on, are really the foundation of  what 
we all do together.
l: it starts with the first book ever sold on amazon, 
Douglas hofstadters Fluid Concepts & Creative analogies: 

sebastian schmieg
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Computer models of  the Fundamental mechanisms of  thought. 
i always told the visitors to the exhibition that if  you 
would buy this book at amazon and afterward, for ex-
ample, “the lion King” and ask all your friends to do 
the same, it would probably influence the recommen-
dation for other possible shoppers interested in Fluid 
concepts …

S: Definitely. especially in that case it should be rather 
easy to do this, because it is a product that is not sold 
very often. So it should be rather easy to game the sys-
tem and make some really weird connections. Maybe 
you know the piece by David horrowitz, who posted 
a note on the internet saying, ‘People, take a photo of  
yourself  with your head in the freezer, name it with a 
specific number and upload it at flickr.’ So, now if  you 
search for this specific number on Google, all you get is 
people with their head in the freezer.
l: you programmed this algorithm, put its output on 
a website and everyone visiting the website started the 

Interview
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script anew. now it is not running anymore, you stopped 
it after one year. how do you decide when a work begins 
and ends?
S: basically, it was a performance for one year. as you 
said: once somebody came onto the website, the pro-
cess started. this project looks very simple, but techni-
cally it was very complicated, having this thing running 
on amazon all the time without ever crashing. in the 
end, there was really a lot of  work involved in keeping 
it running. So, at some point we said, okay, it would be 
nice of  course to have it run forever, like: We won the 
game, we shopped all of  amazon! but it is technically 
not possible. So we decided to run it one year, to have a 
good period of  time to look back and be able to replay 
it, like we did in leipzig.
l: but is it possible to put endless products into your 
shopping card?
S: yes, that is possible. actually your shopping card is 
limited to around thousand products. and then there is 
a second shopping card they open after this, which has 
no limit, or at least we didn’t hit the limit.
l: it’s strange that your shopping card can be so big. 
the symbol for this at amazon looks like a real shop-
ping card, but you can fill it endlessly.
S: What we did was, we made an extendable shopping 
card: it gets longer and longer.
l: how would you describe your way of  working?
S: at the center of  it is looking at us people and how we 
interact through things. and what all this does to us and 
what we can do with those things. i spend a lot of  time 
writing software and code, and that really influences the 
way in which i make works. also i mostly publish my 
works online, even though it might start with a thing 

sebastian schmieg
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that used to be an object, but in the end it becomes a 
photo or a video.
l: it seems to me that in your work the concept comes 
first, and the form evolves from the concept.
S: yes. ideally there is nothing forcing me to make deci-
sions on my own, but just to find something that really 
dictates the form in the end. We just bring it to a point 
where it tells us something. What does this mean, this 
pattern. What does it mean “your Shopping cart lives 
to serve. Give it purpose,” this weird thing – “fill it with 
books, cDs, DvDs, toys, electronics, and more.” So, but 
what does it actually mean – let’s just do it.
l: lets speak about your other work in the exhibition 
10kg From the new Factory, a collaboration with Johannes 
P osterhoff. how did you get the material for the work?
S: the piece started maybe two years ago when Google 
released a series of  photos taken in their data centers. 
very glossy, super nice photos. you look into the data 
center and it is so high tech, so pretty.
l: you can even see a deer in front of  a data center …
S: but if  you look closer, you see that a lot is photo-
shopped. one of  the really geometric looking photos is 
just mirrored. but there was one photo that showed de-
stroyed hard drives; that really caught my eye. i thought 
that this is the essence of  this factory. When we go back 
to Other people also bought, this is all happening in these data 
centers, on the hard drives. the hard drive itself  actually 
used to be like one of  the two main things in your com-
puter. but now its moving away from your computer into 
the cloud, and they can destroy it, but you can’t anymore. 
and what you can not destroy, is not yours anymore.
So we really wanted to have some of  these hard drives. 
We thought it would be impossible to get into the data 

Interview
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center, it would be impossible to get anything from there 
except waste.

So we used some contacts we had and in the end we got it.
l: as we set up the exhibition you told me that one can 
see in the fragments that they use very cheap consumer 
hard drives.
S: yes, they need so many of  them that it seems to be the 
cheapest way to have consumer hard drives and replace 
them with new ones after some time.
there is a youtube-video, where you could see how 
the hard drives get replaced. they have a full process 
of  finding the ones that aren’t working anymore. as for 
the destroying process it is important for them to ensure 
that all data is lost from the destroyed hard drives so that 
privacy can be kept. So they have a chain of  machines 
that destroy the hard drives. in the end you get a box full 
of  little pieces.
l: Pretty funny to hear that my privacy, which is con-
stantly denied, is at last considered.

sebastian schmieg
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S: Just in theory: the pieces that were lying in the exhi-
bition could have contained your emails or some really 
famous video, you never know.
l: at least for some time.
S: yes, exactly.
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intervieW

FranCIs HunGEr

april 30, 2015, 8pm Leipzig time.
Weather Leipzig: thunderstorm dividing east and west. 

francis hunger is an artist based in leipzig. in his artis-
tic practice he often intertwines historical research with 
speculative narratives. his works reflect the history of  
technology, understood as ideological constellations of  
knowledge and power.
With the video work Deep Love algorithm he tells a love 
story between Jan and Margret (p. 22). Jan is a jour-
nalist who is at the moment working on a story about 
databases; Margret is an author. She tells him after a 
while that she is already over eighty years old, but her 
body does not age. While the relationship develops, we 
are taken to the history of  databases and political strug-
gle. leading to a present where movement seems to not 
exist. the whole story is told in black and white still pic-
tures and written dialogues. 

lena brüGGeMann: francis, how did you get in-
terested in databases?
franciS hunGer: basically my work over the last 
years was headed towards technologies and emerging 
technologies during the cold War. this included satel-
lites and computers and everything connected with them. 
Most of  this work was retrospective; it dealt with the situ- 
ation in the east and the West between the 1940s and 
1960s. i wanted to be more contemporary; so i thought 
that databases could be a good start to work on a more 
contemporary field – it was a strategic decision.



l: but in Deep Love algorithm you go back and start telling 
the history of  database-development beginning with the 
20th century.
f: yes, i actually started in the present and went back 
and back. but in a way it is also my modus operandi as 
an artist to work with historical stories and then develop 
fictional stories.
Deep Love algorithm actually deals with the past, but it also 
pretty much deals with the present when addressing all 
these notions like post-fordism.

i was interested in what these characters could be and 
why they should deal with databases. and one of  the 
characters turns out maybe to be a cyborg. in the work 
it is only said that she appears to be much younger than 
she actually is, and she stays at that age. this is most 
likely a common male phantasy.
i‘m thinking of  a follow-up to the story: in the next part 
this cyborg, who was able all the time to change her 
identity and to continue to live at an age of  27, is getting 
more and more problems because she leaves more and 
more data traces and is much more traceable now than 
she was in the 1970s.
l: again, what is your core interest in databases? the 
title of  your work is concerned with the algorithm of  
deep love; so why data and database?

Interview
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f: from the technological perspective on society, and this 
is a very narrow perspective of  course, databases sit at 
the very heart of  processes that allowed the change from 
fordist to post-fordist production, a change in the gen-
eral culture that we are experiencing but haven‘t under-
stood yet. and i got very interested in databases at that 
moment when i realized that in the Soviet union and 
the eastern bloc, as far as i know, no individual develop-
ments of  databases took place on their own. in a similar 
way that they had not developed anything like the inter-
net – out of  paranoia. a computer-scientist had devel-
oped network technologies, but they were never spread. 
and it seems the same could be said for databases.

if  we do understand that so-called real Socialism was 
basically organized like a fordist society, we could state 
that one of  the reasons why the eastern bloc broke 
down lies in the abundance of  certain technological and 
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economic changes which didn‘t happen. they didn‘t 
change from fordism to post-fordism. So the bloc had 
to break down completely to clear the way for a capital-
ist setting that allows for post-fordism. this thought is 
of  course very speculative.
and this led me to trace down further: What is a data-
base – is it really as important as i assume? i‘m sure that 
if  i talk to someone who is into biology or ecology, he 
will be able to explain the same story with completely 
different arguments, like agricultural changes for in-
stance. but that is my perspective.
l: Why is the database necessary for post-fordist pro-
duction?
f: the database-principle, developed in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, for the first time allowed us to distin-
guish between programme structure and data-structure. 
before that, often the structure of  data which was saved 
on tape or on punch cards, was directly connected to the 
software. 
the database allowed the saving of  data independent 
of  programming and software structure. With it came 
the random access disc, which also allowed the actual 
use of  databases. compared to tape that would work 
sequentially, the random access disc would work unse-
quentially, and it could read data unsequentially. this 
was a complete change. from that point on data could 
become more independent and more flexible. for me 
this reflects the necessity to have more flexible produc-
tion processes and more flexible logistics and generally 
to work much more with data towards what we know 
now as the social web.
l: coming back to your film: i wonder what the role of  
desire is in it. Why is it a love story? has it something to 
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do with a statement you made regarding another work 
of  yours, tolpa (2012): ‘too complex. i reckon we need a 
love story. audiences love love stories.’ 

f: yes, that‘s a self-fulfilling prophecy, isn‘t it. actually 
i think that everything that has to do with technology, 
and especially the question of  databases, is impossible to 
narrate! it is kind of  crazy even to try this because it‘s so 
abstract. So my idea was to have a love story go with it. 
and then of  course desire is something between human 
beings.
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L: Not necessarily …
f: not in the case of  this story maybe. but desire is for 
me something that points towards social change in gen-
eral. it is not just desire in love, it can be other desires, 
but that‘s why the concept of  desire is interesting to me.
l: Speaking of  desire and social change: i have always 
wondered why you brought the Situationist into the 
story.
f: in the art context the Situationists are very much 
perceived as an artist collective, but i am personally 
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interested in them as a political, Marxist and com-
munist group, which they were, especially with Guy 
Debord. again, it is about a certain kind of  desire. So it 
felt natural for me to include it.
and in my story these two main characters work differ-
ently: While Margret was involved in political struggles 
and in the case of  Deep Love algorithm with the Situation-
ists, Jan never was. She was interested in those political 
struggles, maybe also not to get bored, because she is 
living on and on and on. Jan is a journalist, so he has 
some interest in society, but he is not explicitly political. 
he is more a child of  our times.

l: Do you say that there are no political people anymore?
f: the complete setting has changed and i want at least 
to give little pointers towards the time: okay, we have 
the 1970s, the hard disk is being developed, the com-
puter, too. computer mouse, keyboard, monitor, net-
works, satellites – everything is developed in the 1950s to 
the 1970s, and i wanted to point to that time not only at 
the technological level but also on a political level. but i 
wouldn‘t overrate the Situationist in this story, it is only 
a small hint. for me more important is this picture of  
Jackson Pollock, who does his drip paintings. 
this happens in that same era. first you see a photograph 
of  him dripping paint and then i take one of  his drip 
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paintings and draw across it sort of  a network-scheme 
with terms on it that point toward post-fordist produc-
tion, like ‘networking,’ ‘just-in-time’ and ‘post-national 
production.’
all the dialogues are written in a certain typography, 
and still i am very interested in how does the connection 
of  images and texts address our subconsciousness or my 
subconsciousness.
but i didn‘t think through all the possible usage because 
everything else was thought through so much. So, these 
images had to be more open.
l: Seeing the drip painting with the overlay i had to 
think of  pattern recognition on the one hand, but as 
well of  male dominance, male role models. could you 
say something to the criticism of  male role models in the 
pieces? i see this as an ongoing theme in your work in 
general.
f: ah, yes, i keep on doing that! in 2003 i wrote a lon-
ger text about computing and gender and also about 
open-source computing and gender; this was very much 
disliked by the open source-community at that time. in 
Deep Love algorithm i am basically making fun of  the male 
engineering cultures that form around technological 
subjects. 
until now, i very often argued with arguments, but in 
this case i argued with polemics a lot.
i was very interested in polemics because i had the feel-
ing if  i go for arguments – which would be the nor-
mative approach –, then the normative approach would 
always allow to say: Yes, you are right …
L: … but.
F: Yes. Somebody will come up and say ‘but  …’ If  I 
simply start to go for ‘shit-fucking engineers, you are 
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the worst of  everything in the world! you are building 
stuff  that makes people suffer!,’ then this kind of  ‘yes, 
but …’-argument is not working out.
and actually i got at an email from somebody who 
got really angry after seeing the piece. i was absolutely 
happy about that because i think this is one of  the most 
difficult things for artists to do in our times – to get an-
gry responses.
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KErnEL

march 3, 2015, 6am athens’ time, 5am Leipzig time.
Weather athens: 18 degrees, sunny
Weather Leipzig 7 degrees, partly cloudy

Kernel is an athens-based art collective founded in 
2009 by architect Pegy Zali and artists Petros Moris and 
theodoros Giannakis. their practice develops in the 
intersecting areas of  critical research, art, architecture 
and curating.
We spoke with each other about the installation mirrors 
(scale 021, 027, 028) consisting of  19˝/45U server-rack 
steel frames, a rack-mounted computer as server and dig-
itally printed silk crêpe de chine textiles (p. 18). for the ex-
hibition at D21 Kunstraum they updated the installation, 
placing new content on the server and creating a new 
fabric pattern scale 028, which relates to the new content.
During the exhibition Kernel couldn’t come to 
leipzig – so we took the chance to talk via Skype af-
terwards. the connection was pretty bad and our call 
was sometimes interrupted; so we had to find another 
infrastructural means to continue our communication.

lena brüGGeMann: how did you start working 
together?
Kernel: We started working as Kernel in 2009, but 
we’ve known each other since 2007. theodoros and Pet-
ros studied at the athens School of  fine arts, and Pegy 
studied architecture at the athens Polytechnic. We got to 
know each other through different kinds of  projects, and 
at some point we started to work collaboratively. Kernel 
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was the title of  one of  our projects. our first presentation 
under the name Kernel was a curatorial project at m21, a 
project space that was actually our studio in athens at 
that time. the title of  the show was Full Operational tool-
box, and it was about the ways that information can be 
understood as physical material and how material work 
could be distributed in the form of  information. So we 
showed work that was created via instructions, through 
printing and other similar practices. that actually gave 
us the opportunity to work with almost no budget, how-
ever, with artists we were really interested in at that 
time. We continued with curatorial projects and more 
research-based work, where we collaborated with other 
artists’ collectives and theorists. in general, our work has 
an interdisciplinary direction. eventually, we focused on 
the translation of  this interdisciplinary research into a 
more installation-based and sculptural output.
l: how did you develop the installation mirrors?
K: mirrors started as a response to the practical necessity 
of  sharing a common research folder among the three 
of  us. at that time we were working towards developing 
a collectively written piece, a text that we wanted to for-
malize as a written report. it had a technical character, 
but it was developed as a poetic text as well. We wanted 
to collect as much information as possible on economic, 
political and other social phenomena during the period 
of  2011. So we were thinking about how we could turn 
this folder into a publicly accessible interface. We were 
looking at the idea of  an interface as something that 
could be digitally designed, but also as something that 
could have a material form.
K: it was almost like attempting to create a functional 
tool.
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K: yes, but at the same time a sculpture that would en-
code such functions into an aesthetic language. mirrors is 
an installation composed of  server racks. it was a familiar 
kind of  structure for our artistic vocabulary since we had 
already worked with other modular metallic structures in 
the past. and it is a type of  form that relates to notions of  
immateriality and invisibility, while at the same time hav-
ing an actual physical and spatial appearance. We decided 
to host our shared folder in the server-computer that was 
mounted on the server-racks. in order to complete the 
form and narrative of  the piece as a whole, we designed 
a series of  silk-printed patterns that acted as abstracted 
reflections of  the content of  the server at that point.
l: i really like the abstract patterns. for me they reflect 
the impossibility to visualize data properly. the chosen 
way of  visualization has a stronger influence as the data 
behind.
K: We are in general not that interested in an algorith-
mic translation of  data into a visual or a narrative out-
put. We are mostly inspired by information in an ab-
stract way. even if  information is just raw data, it still 
has an aesthetic aspect. We attempt to follow an intui-
tive and organic approach of  collaboratively composing 
images that are in dialogue with such abstract material.
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l: i love that the installation looks so minimal but if  
you start looking more closely, it becomes incredibly 
complex. it is mirrored in several ways: the data of  the 
server is mirrored to other servers. it is mirrored into 
the pattern of  the fabric, and it has an online- and an 
offline- existence. Where is it exhibited at the moment? 
because i looked at the website1 and i still see the data, 
not the offline-mode.
K: We maintain alternative remote mirrors of  the server 
that is presented in the installation, which is actually 
one of  the central ideas behind the work. recently, we 
opened a solo show in london, which was based on the 
information that was online when we showed the piece 
at your exhibition. So we wanted the information still to 
be visible online. Most of  the times the information on 
the server is accessible only when the work is on display. 
but this time we let one of  our mirror servers to make 
accessible a 24/7 ghost image of  the content that was 
hosted on the actual sculpture.
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l: you wrote me that the data on the server was about 
new research you did on the new silk road. can you tell 
me more about that? i was trying to figure out the num-
bers on the website. one can, with a certain literacy, see 
that the numbers are geo-data. how do you get to these 
coordinates?
K: yes, the list of  numbers on the server’s homepage 
are actually map coordinates that point to the most 
common nodes of  a new worldwide chinese logistical 
project new silk road. Greece has also been part of  this 
project, being a typical node between east and west. 
for example, a major part of  Piraeus, the port close to 
athens, is currently owned by chinese companies. Parts 
of  these developments are different kinds of  new infra-
structural projects as well, like private railroads, bridges 
and other large scale structures that have been changing 
the suburban scenery of  athens. being based in athens 
the last two years, we became more and more interested 
in how these global operations are affecting local econo-
mies and the local landscape.
the specific coordinates represented by these numbers 
on the server were then used to produce a video essay. 
the video develops as navigation from the one place to 
the other and is subtitled with a narrative we wrote in 
relation to a specific event that happened at a relevant 
infrastructural building near athens some months ago. 
So, somehow, the server-content of  mirrors acted as the 
material for the construction of  one more episode in the 
overall narrative we are developing through the years.
in our work the ideas of  time and process are quite cen-
tral. how and when we disclose information is part of  
the form of  our practice. Sometimes formal gestures 
come out prior to the disclosure of  specific research 
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information. there is a constant dialogue between doc-
umentary practice and processes of  abstraction.
We pay attention to the news, to the contemporaneity 
of  the socioeconomic political reality we are part of. but 
then, there is also a subjective and nonlinear attitude in 
the way we manage all this information in terms of  time 
and process. Perhaps it has to do with the fact that our 
work is a dialogue between three people and everything 
has to go through discussion and also through some kind 
of  digestion, which has its own pace.
there is definitely no intention of  real-time response 
to the events of  our times as they are presented by the 
media. We are interested in perceiving important, con-
temporary shifts in culture, economy and politics. We 
have always been looking towards both global and local, 
expansive and intimate scales. this may have its origins 
in our working collectively, in having to think and work 
both as individual entities and as a cohesive system. it’s 
no accident that the patterns of  the fabrics on mirrors 
are tilted scales. they relate to the process of  zooming in 
and zooming out and to the will, the necessity and the 
reality of  changing between scales of  perception.
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PIL anD GaLIa KOLLECtIV

may 29, 2015, 2:05 pm
to June 10, 2015, 11pm Leipzig time
Weather Leipzig: 15 degrees, cloudy
Weather Prague: sunny and warm

Pil and Galia Kollectiv are london-based artists, writ-
ers and curators working in collaboration. in their work 
they explore the 20th century avantgarde discourse in 
its dealing with the transformation of  creative work and 
the instrumentalization of  leisure time. they often use 
choreographed movement and ritual as aesthetic and 
thematic dimensions, juxtaposing consumer rites and 
religious ceremonies. 
their video Co-Operative Explanatory Capabilities in Organi-
zational Design and Personnel management is based on an on-
line image archive documenting the history of  an early 
computing company. a distinctive bbc narrator’s voice 
is used to tell the story, which describes the construc-
tion and aims of  the company. the company adopts 
highly experimental approaches to achieve high worker 
productivity as well forming more and more secretive 
subdivisions which study the work relationships, division 
of  labor and social life of  the company. the narrator 
reveals ever more bizarre details, which lead the com- 
pany’s members eventually to form a religious cult. 
for our interview we chose another channel of  commu-
nication, performing it via e-mail while the two of  them 
were in Prague for a student workshop, examining work 
at the academy and performing two gigs in the czech 
republic with their band WE.
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l: how did you start working together as Kollectiv?
P & G: We never officially started, we met in high-school 
and just did everything together, so we thought Kollectiv 
was an appropriate surname that described us well.
l: could you explain a little your way of  working and 
the different fields you bring together?
P & G: Since we met so early we have never really es-
tablished ourselves in different fields, but for us collab-
oration is about putting our skills to use for a greater 
unit. 

So, whoever can do a task more efficiently will usually 
do it, but we are also happy to delegate to others. We of-
ten collaborate with musicians, performers, technicians 
and fabricators. We also like acquiring skills and knowl-
edge as necessary per project. We work across the fields 
of  art, music, writing, curating and teaching, but these 
things can involve anything from making costumes and 
sculptures to academic research and logistics, and the 
relevant skill set changes all the time. that said, now-
adays 90% of  everything is just e-mail, isn’t it.
l: in your work Co-Operative Explanatory Capabilities in 
Organizational Design and Personnel management you plot a 
very detailed and dense narrative of  the changes from 
a fordist to a post-fordist regime. for this artwork you 
used pictures obtained from a computing company. 
i was surprised that there exist so many pictures that 
you could tell a very convincing story with recognizable 
characters. how did you find them? and what is the role 
of  the computer and the collection and administration 
of  data? Why did you choose pictures from a computing 
company?

Interview
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P & G: We had been asked to make a collage for a 
publication, and for some time we had been fascinated 
by the sci-fi figure of  the super computer which uses 
perfect logic to decide to destroy humans. We were in-
terested in the way this figure of  ultimate knowledge 
and reason replaces God in a secular age. We thought 
we could make a church out of  super-computers, so 
we looked for images online. We chanced upon this in-
sane archive of  the work done at chilton, a place in 
the uK where they had a huge gallery of  high quality 
images documenting the construction of  the supercom-
puter cray. initially, we used them for the collage, but 
we became intrigued by these recurring characters and 
the odd scenarios that accompanied the more technical 
photos, which themselves seemed almost excessive. So 
we wrote the story that forms the voice-over in the film 
based on the images and then went back to the images 
and arranged them so they would illustrate the story. 

Pil and Galia Kollectiv
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but despite these spurious, almost random origins, 
we do think the computer is important in telling the 
story of  post-fordism. as franco ‘bifo’ berardi notes, 
fordist workers performed specialized tasks to form an 
assembly line of  fragmented processes, but they were 
interchangeable. today, ‘human terminals perform the 
same physical gestures in front of  computers and they 
all connect to the universal machine of  elaboration and 
communication. yet the more their jobs are physically 
simplified, the less interchangeable their knowledge, 
abilities and performance.’ our performances of  our 
selves are totally predicated on the possibility of  being 
always on that computer technology. We can manipu-
late our identities almost infinitely thanks to computer 
software, so that our creativity is all but subsumed in 
the process, and we withdraw from the injunction to do 
so at our peril.

l: this video seems rather unusual compared to your 
other work in the sense that it uses a very documentary 
style; i personally needed much time untill i would start 
doubting the story. the other works, which i know, seem 
to be more absurd at first sight.
P & G: We don’t have much commitment to a way of  

Interview
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working. in a sense, this is our most overtly absurd piece, 
and it is ironic that it can be taken so seriously. but we 
do often posit scenarios that we find amusing and then 
try to pursue them to their logical conclusion. this piece 
required this tone because of  our reading of  the image 
archive as exuding that kind of  authority. We commis-
sioned a sound ident to start the film to suggest the same 
kind of  old school bbc register as the narrator’s voice. 

but it is as much a critique of  the way this register func-
tions persuasively as it is of  the desire to make work as 
efficient as possible. We are ultimately very skeptical 
about the way work is valorised by both the left and the 
right when it is only a means of  squeezing profit out of  
human labor: We think the ideal should be to work as 
little as possible instead of  getting everyone into work.
l: in the middle of  the video there is a shift in meth-
ods of  control, which become invisible to the workers by 
changing from personal observation to observation by 
all kind of  electronic surveillance, and the approaches 
to connect work and ritual. could you tell me why you 
brought these aspects together?
P & G: Much of  our work looks at contemporary life as 
imbued with ritual trying to pass for rational behaviour, 

Pil and Galia Kollectiv
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and to an extent this is no different. but the real horror 
in the film isn’t the description of  some weird corporate 
cult that is removed from our enlightened lives as artists. 
on the contrary, we recognize that creativity is easily co-
opted by such structures under post-fordism. as a con-
sequence, we can no longer pit art as a representation of  
bohemian freedom against the drudgery of  something 
like office life. Just as workplaces like Google encourage 
workers to be creative, so being an artist is being profes-
sionalized and standardized. even more so, in our ca-
pacity as lecturers we have seen a bureaucratization of  
academic work that takes away much of  the intellectual 
value of  what we do. our answer isn’t to bemoan the 
loss of  a romantic idea of  art as freedom, but to look 
deeper into the eye of  the beast. We need to understand 
ourselves as workers before we can establish any kind of  
political power, which must be based on solidarity with 
other workers and non-workers rather than on some ex-
clusion of  the artist from the field of  work.

Interview
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l: in the beginning of  your video it is recounted that 
in the 1950s the West, afraid to lose its economic domi-
nance over the Soviet union, was looking for new meth-
ods to increase workers’ productivity. So you say that 
post-fordism was invented because fordism was better 
to maintain in real socialism than in the capitalist coun-
tries. in the interview with francis hunger, he came up 
with the thesis that the eastern bloc had necessarily to 
crash because it had not been able to adapt post-ford-
ism to a socialist setting. What do you think about that?
P & G: it is important to remember that the narrative 
in the film is, of  course, completely fictional. but, say-
ing that, although we have exaggerated things that came 
out of  our research, there is perhaps a grain of  truth in 
some of  the claims. So we think that there was – and 
still is – a lot of  nervousness in capitalist societies around 
the issue of  worker productivity. this is very evident in 
the discourse around the economic competition with 
china, for example. but more generally, we think that 
neo-liberalism should be seen not only as a programme 
to dismantle the welfare-state but rather as a more rad-
i cal and ambitious programme to redefine surplus la-
bor. Many commentators read the current late-capitalist 
ideology only as a violent reaction towards the uncom-
fortable compromise achieved after the Second World 
War as a result of  the american fear of  the spread of  
communism to, say, southern europe. this is why the 
soft social-democratic project of  the 1950s and 1960s, 
built around unionism and state subsidies for education, 
health etc., became unnecessary after 1989 and was re-
placed with the bizarre neo-conservative model of  the 
aggressively interventionist but lean (in terms of  taxa-
tion) state.

Pil and Galia Kollectiv
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but a more important aspect of  post-fordist capital 
has been a move to reorganize the labor force and to 
expand the definition of  what productivity (and hence 
surplus labor and capitalist profit) could mean. Marx 
was already aware of  this in the late 19th century when 
he demonstrated how, with improvements to factory ma-
chinery and the need for fewer factory workers, the cap-
italist owners simply expanded their work force of  do-
mestic servants. the underlying logic is that for capital to 
function there is only a need for surplus labor, but what 
is produced or done as a service is far less important. in 
short, post-fordism is the reorganization of  manufactur-
ing surplus labor through a re-thinking of  what work is. 
if  labor is defined not just as what you make with your 
hands but as a whole package of  cognitive, linguistic, 
personal and social actions, then surplus labor can be 
redefined completely. We think that in historical terms 
a major event that fueled the transition to our current 
post-fordist structures is the oil crisis of  the 1970s, where 
the western manufacturing economies realized how de-
pendent they are on raw materials from the Middle east 
and how exposed to catastrophe they are.

Interview
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as for the eastern bloc – although many people have 
indeed pointed out that the eastern economies were un-
able to complete with the emerging toyota-ist model of  
factory flexibility, particularly in countries like romania, 
who insisted on old-school heavy industries, the real suc-
cess of  a new worker model is found in china. the chi-
nese system is based on an almost impossible balance 
between fordist control, of  time, the body etc., and flex-
ibility, force and deregulation. ultimately the ability of  
the communist world to organize labor on a mass scale 
with the addition of  very quick response time to changes 
in manufacturing has proven to be the key to success in 
terms of  current capitalism.

Pil and Galia Kollektiv
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SurPriSe anD exPeriMent –  
tWo WorKShoPS that Dealt  

With Data baSeS

FranCIs HunGEr

is it possible to conduct a workshop that deals with data 
bases and is not primarily technical? yes, it is. you’ve just 
got to bring the right crowd of  people together. What i 
find extremely rewarding about workshops is that they 
have the potential to be truly surprising. let’s face it; 
with an exhibition you’ll be surely able to explore new 
and exciting directions, but the form will almost always 
have to be a work of  art with the subsequent necessities 
of  arranging setting and perception.
the same can be said about a symposium; the format is 
obvious and the talks will be interesting or not. however, 
a workshop can turn out to be extraordinary because it 
is not just about those who lead the workshop – for the 
sake of  simplicity i’ll call them the teachers – but also 
very much about the participants and the way in which 
they interact with each other.
When i was approached by D21 Kunstraum not just to 
participate in the exhibition but to co-operate as well on 
the workshop and symposium, my major question rela-
tive to the workshop revolved around whom to invite to 
‘teach’ as a truly remarkable one. Who has the capacity 
to draw an ‘explosive’ crowd of  participants? after very 
positive earlier experiences i turned to heath bunting, 
of  the international net.art-born, hacktivist collective 
irational.org, and and to WaiWai, an artist, friend, and 
collaborator at irational.
“42 years old from birth / 63 kilos in weight / a bank of  
england creditor / able to accept terms and conditions 
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/ able to access the internet / able to bathe myself ” is 
the way bunting describes himself  in his work artist’s self  
portrait. along a somewhat different line, co-irationalist 
WaiWai states: “WaiWai is a formally trained artist, self-
taught programmer and a witch in training.” a witch in 
training and a person able to bathe himself  – that was a 
good beginning.
So, an open call was issued for participants, who by the 
way were asked to state why they’d like to participate.
heath’s workshop worked with the database and its con-
sequences. “Within this workshop we’ll construct a new 
(natural person) identity or an anonymous (artificial per-
son) corporation using and further developing his own 
Status database and other material.” the workshop was 
open – with the participants’ input – also to talk practical- 
ly about how to build and use databases and/or how to 
visualize data both from inside and outside databases. 
this is in no way a technical workshop although it may 
involve some kinds of  technology. it is about ideas, shar-
ing of  knowledge and questioning the invisible aspects 
of  the database,” he said. 
WaiWai’s workshop was directed at the question of  how 
one can disappear from databases, how to become invis-
ible and dissolve the data-traces that could potentially 
be stored in databases. “Given that more and more de-
tails of  us individuals get collected in several databases, 
e.g., surveillance and corporate, it would be interesting 
to learn how to try and escape them. this might lead 
finally into the woods, but maybe an escape is also pos-
sible within the city or even while being online. the 
main focus of  the workshop would be understanding 
how dependency was developed by a fabricated sys-
tem to its users, and how we can free ourselves from the 
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database through extracting resources outside of  the 
default routing, e.g., sourcing fire, water, food, network 
outside of  the system.”
My experience shows that workshops like these tend to 
not produce immediate outcomes, but this is actually a 
quality in itself. these workshops rather plant seeds that 
need their time to develop, to grow. they are in the best 
sense influential because they imbue both participants 
and teachers with a potential which naturally with de-
lay starts to blossom in individual artistic practices by 
inspiring collectives and through trickling toward an in-
terested public.
i’m very glad that the D21 Kunstraum provided the ar-
tistic, administrative and spatial frame for the workshop 
and would like to thank all the D21-volunteers who 
helped to make it happen. as well i’m thankful for our 
many friends who opened their flats to accommodate 
the participants. Still further, i’m grateful to the partici- 
pants for their inspiring presence and for their motiva-
tion in creating an atmosphere of  exchange, fun, and 
concentration. finally i’m most grateful for our work-
shop-teachers’ WaiWai and heath bunting having done 
what they did – inspiring, exploring and provoking the 
unexpected.
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CEsCa GOLODnaya

When i subscribed to WaiWai’s workshop, i understood 
that it was a deeply romantic idea to follow the question 
of  how to disappear from surveillance and databases. 
it was clear from the beginning that this approach of  
hiding from surveillance cameras, leaving the urban en-
vironment, but also seeking magic in the digital is highly 
speculative. but this speculation is what actually drove 
me to participate. We the participants followed both 
heath’s and WaiWai’s introduction and subsequently 
divided up into groups with a rough plan. i was curious: 
Would it be possible to become digitally invisible, to dis-
appear, to erase my own daily digital traces? how could 
this be possible, and what of  the magic about which 
WaiWai spoke in her introduction?

you may well expect me to give a full account of  what 
happened during the workshop, but there was a lot go-
ing on that cannot be described in written form, most 
importantly the intermediate talks between partici-
pants. i even suspect somehow that these informal situ-
ations were more important than the formal part, since 
WaiWai always supported them and engaged in them 
intensively. on the other hand it turned out that magic 
often happens when least expected. for me personally, 
for instance, it occurred in the woods when we were col-
lecting timber for a campfire. it was autumn, wet from 
the rain the day before, but the air was warm and the 
city sounds came faintly from afar – that’s when the 
magic happened to me, and yes, more so than when we 
actually brewed a magic potion.
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but let’s first get things into temporal order. on the first 
day we went for a city drive to observe and discuss is-
sues of  surveillance and data recording that do occur, 
surround us, and need our active participation as well in 
creating them. the internationally mixed participants 
where adding their own perspectives to what we saw in 
leipzig; so, we walked not only through leipzig city but 
symbolically also through london, Warsaw or hong 
Kong. this changed the local perspective because the 
respective levels of  data collecting differ. in Germany 
people used to pay in cash, leaving traces at the atM, 
and now increasingly through “services” like the so-
called electronic loyalty Payback card. in hong Kong 
or in the uS payment through credit/debit cards is 
prevalent, making it easier for data aggregators in their 
tracking of  the everyday anarchist, who is at the same 
time trying to disappear from their radar. 

camera surveillance is not widely developed in leipzig, 
since on the streets fewer public cameras were to be 
found than in london. Still, one finds them used in 
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great numbers in leipzig’s public transport system. in 
leipzig there seem to be highly contested hot-spots of  
cctv, as for instance at the connewitzer Kreuz, where 
a prominently placed camera was fought by the local 
alternative scene. how can you change your appearance 
so that a surveillance camera coupled with face recog-
nition algorithms cannot recognize you? artist adam 
harvey at least seems to have found an answer with hair 
looks that make your face unrecognizable. no, he did 
not participate in the workshop.

Did i mention smartphones? Switch them off ! better 
yet, throw them away. Smartphones should be renamed 
as, yes, the pun is fully intended, StD – Singular track-
ing Device.

as we moved on through town towards a hot tea in one 
of  the participants’ flats, we discussed less obvious in-
stances of  data tracking and collecting, such as rfiD 
tags in passports, libraries, or shops, all kinds of  elec-
tronic tracking, such as usage of  anything having a vi-
sual display or some sort of  input that works with an 
electronic card, like ticket vending machines, atMs, 
parking houses. had we visited amazon, which oper-
ates a huge logistics warehouse employing hundreds in 
leipzig, we would have come across the tracking that 
is involved in any kind of  logistics but is used also for 
surveillance and quantifying of  the workforce. … I’m 
getting paranoid now.

So, the next day brought bright, warm sun, but every-
thing was wet from days of  raining before; we met at a 
tram station, a bunch of  people that might have formed 
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a small, instant demonstration against surveillance. but 
we didn’t. instead we loosely strolled out of  town into an 
area that some would call nature or woods, but even that 
turned out still to be part of  the town. here we were to 
get the tip of  the taste of  WaiWai’s experience of  actu-
ally having lived in the forest for months in a self-built 
shelter. in a kind of  survival style she was a squatter on 
a small patch of  land, built her artist studio in a tree-
house, and explored the woods’ natural resources in or-
der to live simply from them, but this was also an artistic 
experiment. i was impressed. the next town would be a 
two-hour walk away; so, to charge a phone or computer 
in the public library she would need to walk for four 
hours. asked how many hours a day she needed for life 
maintenance – collecting food, water, wood for fire and 
so on – she estimated about eight hours each day. as it 
turns out, the reality was not all that romantic as it could 
get cold and stormy, and she needed to get accustomed 
to wild animals strolling around, such as a neat mouse 
looking into her eyes on her waking up in the morning, 
probably having tested her food storage during the night 
as well. i was still impressed.

funny detail: During part of  that period WaiWai kept 
on working in an electronic store, selling washing ma-
chines, toasters and such in a perfect seller uniform. So 
to speak, she hitchhiked back and forth between her 
workplace and her refuge in the woods.
 
We were to experience a very compressed version of  her 
experience, collecting wood and leaves to build a shelter 
and trying to find dry wood to make a fire. Since we 
had brought some food, it was a good time to get more 
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romantically involved and share the food, from potatoes 
to red cabbage to sausages, which we prepared over the 
fire. yes, civilization was still with us, and it was obvious 
that today’s undertaking had probably taken the escapist 
road rather than the survivalist. late afternoon saw me 
strolling back to the city to see what the other partici-
pants were up to while the question was discussed as to 
whether our group should stay in the woods overnight. 
no, not for me.

the third day saw us back in town exploring urban nat-
ural resources and preparing a magic potion of  mixed 
ingredients under WaiWai’s witchy guidance. a magic 
potion suggests great potential to leave totalitarian, ra-
tionalistic, algorithmic database space. Depending on 
the ingredients, we could potentially enter love space, 
magic wonder space or psychedelic drift space.

on an obviously unused small patch of  land between 
two houses at a street corner, and on another herba-
ceous patch of  land in leipzig’s West, the so called 
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Jahrtausendfeld (Millennium field), we looked for, iden-
tified, and collected weeds that could make up the ba-
sis of  the magic potion. clover, sagewort, sorrel, birch, 
and stinging nettle were the more easy to identify and 
the group shared enough knowledge of  how these could 
be consumed and how they taste. but we came to more 
special weeds as well, which could be identified through 
a botanical guide that somebody had brought along 
with her. WaiWai added her magical knowledge, that, 
as she told us, stems partly from healers, witches, and 
shamans she has met, partly from experiments on her-
self  and partly from a collection of  occult and alchemy 
e-books which she stores on her laptop. 

for the magic potion we were mainly working with the 
hermeticist methodology, which was widely practiced 
in europe until the chemical revolution in the 18th cen-
tury. the principle is to use the knowledge of  alchemy 
and astrology to manipulate Body (Matrix), soul (con-
sciousness), and spirit (energy) of  the plants and the 
users. by identifying the elements of  the plants (from 
fire to earth, from Sun to Saturn), we were able then 
to design the property of  the potion, combining similar 
elements. of  the ingredients i can only remember red 
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clover, birch and a touch of  tansy, but there must have 
been more. no recipe was written. We then followed a 
set of  rituals guided by our hacker-magician WaiWai. 
as we were not trying to make philosopher’s stone, we 
simply made an infusion by slowly cooking the plant un-
til a third of  the water had disappeared. With the add-
ing of  some honey a magical potion was prepared and 
digested. 

With that the workshop came to an end, and after heath 
bunting’s and WaiWai’s public presentations and that of  
the workshop’s results we dove into a night of  debauch-
ery, anarchism, birthday party or simply sleep – while 
the world’s databases and algorithms kept collecting and 
capitalizing on our data.

Cesca Golodnaya
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aSSuMPtionS on the creation  
of an anonyMouS artificial 

PerSon in tiMeS of the DatabaSe

DanIEL PausELIus

“Our identity is constructed as human beings who can possess  
one or more natural persons and control one or more artificial 
persons. the higher up in the class system, the better the access  
to status variety.” heath bunting

During a workshop with the british artist and activist 
heath bunting, we investigated the process of  creating an 
anonymous corporation in respect of  his status project1  
and its vast, growing database of  the british system and 
related identities.

in his project, bunting has collected so far more than 
10,000 entries of  possible characterized attributes of  an 
identity and organized them into a growing database 
of  individuals and organizations. the characterization 
was put into a mapped binary set of  relationships and 
dependencies and personal attributes which lead to ad-
vanced attributes. the resulting graphical diagrams sort 
the attributes and create a somewhat comprehensive 
idea of  how basic parts of  the identity build-up to more 
specific attributes and lead to advanced skills or abilities. 
as an example might a human-being, which is able to 
provide a name, a place of  birth and a date-of-creation 
gain a certificate of  birth, which might lead to a social 
security number, id-card, accomodation and so on.

identities are sorted into three main categories: the hu-
man being, i.e., the natural person, and the artificial 
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person, i.e., the corporation, where the human being 
can possess one or more natural persons and can control 
one or more artificial persons (corporations). human 
beings are separated into lower class, who possess “one 
severely reduced natural and no artificial persons”; 
middle class, who are in possession of  one natural and 
one artificial person (corporation), and the upper class, 
who are in possession of  “multiple natural persons and 
in control of  numerous artificial persons (corporations) 
with skilful separation and interplay.” this framework 
is key to understanding the investigation of  the project 
and it’s rather binaric-technical approach to visualize 
the technical approach that ubiquitous databases take in 
sorting out the attributes of  human-beings.

based on bunting’s investigations, he started on compil-
ing his own “unused but established british natural per-
son,” an off-the-shelf  identity as bought for 500 GbP.2 
this off-the-shelf  identity comes with an assortment of  
physical objects such as personal business cards, an air-
miles card, t-mobile and vodaphone top-up cards, and 
plenty of  other merchandise which make up a lawful 
british identity.
in contrast to bunting’s observations are anonymous, 
commercial structures, which, as he told during the work-
shop, “we know to exist, which are visible, but nobody has 
a clue who runs them.” an example of  imperial nature 
would be the ‘empire of  the united States of  america,’ 
but this cascades downward to certain websites without 
proper contact or the thousands of  shell companies, off-
shore or not, founded to shade ownership and operation 
of  assets or companies, complicate liability claims, or 
simply launder money raised by criminal means.

assumptions on the creation of  …
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the main goal of  the workshop was a better under-
standing of  these mechanics and hands-on experience 
in the creation of  a lawful, anonymous corporation in 
the process. We founded the bircas institute as an in-
vestigation of  anonymous corporate structures and their 
potential in the field of  contemporary arts.

bircaS, the beukelaer institute for contemporary 
arts Studies and Strategies (ltd.), is primarily a theoret-
ical arts institute represented by its founder Jan-otto de 
beukelaer (JoDb), an artificial person based on the nar-
rative of  an art theorist turned into an undercover strat-
egy- and career-consultant for the soon-to-be famous 
contemporary artist working “on the borders of  con-
temporary art in context and the commodified artistic 
identity.” the consultancy of  the institute includes the 
production of  reviews, critique, numerous blog-entries 
(on numerous anonymous contemporary art blogs) and 
references on social media. advanced services include 
the production of  paperwork, i.e., leaflets, invitations 
and exhibition catalogues within the prestigious insti-
tute’s virtual gallery. the key to the success of  the proj-
ect is the anonymity of  the members of  the board and 
the institute’s directors, who are able to act in the name 
of  Jan-otto on their own and can, therefore, with the 

Daniel Pauselius
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manipulation of  anonymous identities build up a vast 
network of  references for themselves, the fictive Jan-
otto de beukelaer, and the client, i.e., the artist and his 
to-be-improved artistic identity.

acting according to the corporate practice of  interna-
tional anonymous artificial persons, the work of  the in-
stitute takes a close look at the gaps and corners one can 
use to form such a lawful organisation while remaining 
an anonymous natural person or group of  persons. our 
duties involved following a succession of  actions culmi-
nating in a reputable and possibly respected identity in 
the field. as in the process of  establishing an unused 
natural person, we had to follow guidelines within the 
lawful limitations we set for ourselves in the process. 
first was the creation of  an email-account, which freely 
allows the use of  an unused natural-person; next would 
be the creation of  a website, business cards, social media 
accounts, and correspondence within this framework 
to cultivate the identity in interaction with other nat-
ural persons. important was the creation of  an offline 
identity as well, thus creating the impression which a 
respectable natural person would leave. this includes 
a business address, an material postbox, an office tele-
phone number, and the most vital part, a credit card to 
execute payments for the more advanced requirements 
of  the new identity.

the time frame of  the workshop was limited, as were 
the financial resources of  the participants. corporate 
practice in the creation of  an anonymous corporation 
lies in just calling up a law-firm to form a new company 
and nominate some directors, where there is the legal 

assumptions on the creation of  …
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possibility to handle this action in an uncomplicated 
manner. this isn’t restricted to far-away offshore is-
lands; the creation of  such shell companies is condoned 
in most states of  the uSa and elsewhere.3

What comes into view is that in relation to heath 
bunting’s status diagrams, a ‘horizontal progression’ 
emerges as the unused identity undergoes a buildup of  
its reputation. Starting with a Googlemail-account as its 
only identification is not likely to be sufficient to open 
a website with most providers. a Ghanaese or tuvalu-
vian Webpage might arouse suspicion in contact with 
business partners. the same applies in the commercial 
field of  anonymity, where a company in Panama might 
not be as reputable as a Delaware company with a 
uS-mainland telephone number and a business address. 
Juristically, all companies or persons might be equal re-
spectable business partners, but the impressions of  repu-
table aspects make some “more equal” than others.

to stay with the theme of  lawfulness might take up 
more time in the process, as everyone who is able to pro-
vide a name with date and place of  creation is able to 
obtain a birth certificate, which enables the obtaining of  
other documents of  identity connected with being hu-
man. anyhow, essential to the creation of  a new natural 
person is the building up of  the aspects of  identity in a 
lawful manner, that is, the adding up of  attributes of  the 
identity. a natural person’s identity is not only made up 
of  an email or facebook account. Without being able to 
name a favourite music album or a favourite eye colour 
in a complex set of  relationships built up over a long 
time, normally referred to as a lifetime.

assumptions on the creation of  …
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various views of  this work might provide a thorough un-
derstanding of  how anonymous artificial persons (cor-
porations) stand in their constant interactions with us as 
human beings and natural persons, to wit: the creation 
of  a new natural-person to which human rights apply. a 
main innovation of  heath’s work might be a “domiciled 
anonymous artificial person (corporation) which allows 
people to live in their homes anonymously.”4

notes

1 See http://status.irational.org

2 See http://status.irational.org/identity_for_sale

3 Global Shell Games: testing Money launderers’ 
and terrorist financiers’ access to Shell companies, 
see www.griffith.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/ 
454625/oct2012-Global-Shell-Games.Media-Summary. 
10oct12.pdf

4 See http://status.irational.org/visualisation/maps/
a1141_a_human_being_in_control_of_an_artificial_
person_domiciled_bw_flow.pdf.html

Daniel Pauselius
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DynaMic incorPoration 
aSSociation

a sketch for a mobile phone app by Matt Guy, Kloschi, 
Michaela lakova, ollie Palmer and Giuditta vendrame 
that will outwit the letter of  the british right of  assembly, 
which declares an assembly of  more than three people in 
a public space as an illegal demonstration. the app con-
nects the mobile-phones of  people standing nearby, de-
claring them to be participants in a corporation meeting. 
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a neW DiGital Purity? 
on architectureS for DiGital 

iMMateriality

marCus BurKHarDt

the past decade has witnessed the arrival of  a new 
savior – the savior of  big data. by means of  combin-
ing and analyzing unprecedented amounts of  data, it 
promises new modes of  knowing the world and knowing 
ourselves. as early as 1979 Jean-françois lyotard diag-
nosed the emergence of  this new mode of  knowledge 
production, which relies on the resourceful arrangement 
of  data:

“as long as the game is not a game of  perfect information, the 
advantage will be with the player who has knowledge and can 
obtain information. By definition this is the case with a student in 
a learning situation. But in games of  perfect information, the best 
performativity cannot consist in obtaining additional information 
in this way. It comes rather from arranging the data in a new way, 
which is what constitutes a ‘move,’ properly speaking. this new 
arrangement is usually achieved by connecting together series of  
data that were previously held to be independent. this capacity 
to articulate what used to be separate can be called imagination.” 
(lyotard 1984:51)

even though the many virtues of  the knowledge regime 
of  big data that relies both on the radical accumulation 
of  ever more information and its continuous analytical 
processing can hardly be contested, a critical under-
standing of  the epistemological and ideological under-
pinnings of  the current big data discourse is needed. 
the following paper is concerned with one of  those 
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ideo-epistemological roots upon which big data’s prom-
ise of  salvation is based. My goal is not to debunk the 
current hype but to ask for the socio-technological condi-
tions of  an imagined digital purity, that is, of  raw, autono- 
mous and immaterial data, which is at the core of  big 
data and which takes shape as a new data essentialism.

figure 1: the enterprise administrator 
(anonymous 1974)

i want to approach this question by starting somewhere 
and sometime in between. this beginning has no exact 
date. yet its location can be exactly specified. the point 
of  departure of  my reflections is located in box 18, 
folder 23 of  collection 125 – the Charles Bachman Papers 
– in the charles babbage institute for the history of  
computing, Minneapolis (see figure 1). the folder con-
tains a letter sent by the database pioneer charles bach-
man to the special Interest List on Database management on 

a new Digital Purity? 
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June 25, 1974, informing the list’s subscribers on the 
current efforts undertaken by anSi/x3/SParc Study 
Group on Database Systems. attached to bachman’s 
four-page newsletter is a rather odd and somewhat 
funny image.
on first glance it appears to be an advertisement for da-
tabase technologies and technicians. however, at second 
glance it seems to become obvious that it is a parody 
or – to put it another way – it appears to be an inside 
joke of  the nerdy database community of  that time. 
Since this image is enclosed in the letter without being 
put into context and with no indication of  its source, 
it became to me one of  those strangely fascinating and 
thought-provoking artifacts that can be found in tradi-
tional historical archives. taking that into account that 
there is no history to be told based on this picture, but it 
can serve as starting point for thinking about the logics 
of  database technologies.
the enterprise or database administrator as depicted 
in this image is one of  the superheroes of  the digital 
age. being ‘wise,’ ‘mature,’ ‘modest’ and ‘fast’ he is able 
to supply his customers with a solid and expandable 
knowledge and information base. Dressed in the typi-
cal costume of  a superhero, the database administrator 
hides his identity but saves the day. What is most strik-
ing about this depiction is that it reveals the dirty little 
secret of  the administrator’s superpowers: on the inside 
of  the cape an information model is drawn. ultimately, 
the modeling of  information renders it possible that 
data can be stored in computer databases independently 
from its future uses in specific applications. this goal 
had become known in the late 1960s early 1970s as the 
struggle for data independence. 

marcus Burkhardt
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in 1974 bachman referred to data independence as one of  
many “nagging problems” (bachman 1974:17) in the de-
velopment of  database management systems. the widely 
recognized objective of  separating the management of  
data from its use in various contexts of  application, i.e., 
from their processing in different application programmes 
it was a rather abstract goal that needed to be translated 
in precise engineering problems. as a consequence, data 
independence turned out to be a fuzzy buzzword for a 
wide array of  different dependencies that ought to be dis-
solved by powerful database management systems. here 
we should name just a few: the physical dependence on 
specific storage structures and devices, the logical depen-
dence on a specific information model, the dependence on 
certain integrity and consistency rules, and the redistribu-
tion dependence of  vast databases which do not just run 
on a single computer, but on a number of  independently 
operating computers (cf. codd 1990:345ff.).
the underlying motive of  the struggle for data indepen-
dence was to protect the “investment in data & programs 
in a changing business & computing environment” 
(Jardine 1973:2). in other words: information needs are 
not static but rather change over time and in different 
contexts of  use. the same holds true for the hard- and 
software database technologies relied upon. these ever 
changing requirements, combined with rapidly evolving 
technologies, posed an enormous challenge since appli-
cation programmes were and in many cases still are de-
pendent on the way in which the required information is 
stored in computers. against the background of  today’s 
digital media culture, it is somewhat difficult to put one-
self  in the position of  early day database developers and 
to understand the basic problems they faced. 

a new Digital Purity? 
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figure 2: exemplary plan for the allocation 
of  data on a hard disk storage track (ibM 1957:17)

as an example, think about hard disks as means of  stor-
ing information. today, with elaborated file systems or 
database applications, end users do not have to worry 
about where their data is physically stored on a hard 
drive. but when ibM introduced this storage technol-
ogy in 1956 its users had to know the exact location of  
data on the 350 Disk Storage unit, which was part of  
the 305 raMac system, in order to be able to access 
the desired data. for this reason it was recommended 
by ibM to their customers to plan the use of  the storage 
allocation beforehand on paper as depicted in figure 2.
against the background of  digital storage technolo-
gies, the collection, management, and retrieval of  large 
amounts of  information in digital databases take shape 
as an addressing problem. the seemingly simple ques-
tion that needed to be answered by database developers 
was where to put the data automatically and how to re-
trieve it again. bachman was faced with this problem in 
1962 while developing the integrated Data Store – in 
short: iDS – which is commonly considered as one of  
the first database management systems. the solution to 
the addressing problem he proposed brings us back to 
the superhero and his secret weapon: 

marcus Burkhardt
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“this benefit is gained through the structuring of  the informa-
tion itself  to permit both associative and multi list referencing of  
records. this is the means by which the mass memory’s ability 
to retrieve any specified record is translated into the ability to 
retrieve exactly the information needed to solve a problem. […] 
the problem given to the IDs is knowing from which pigeonhole 
to retrieve the required record” (bachman 1962:iib-4-3)

yet this secret weapon hidden in the super hero’s cape 
seems to be a secret lacking secrecy. it is well known that 
computers have a hard time understanding the data 
they process. inside the computer everything is encoded 
as binary data. it boils down to ones and zeroes, which 
represent character strings with no obvious meaning to 
computers. that “John Doe” is a name or that the string 
“19991231” refers to the date December 31st, 1999 has 
to be made explicit to computers by describing data with 
metadata. the structuring of  data according to an infor-
mation model is a common means of  making implicit 
meanings explicit to computers. but structure alone does 
not suffice for solving the addressing problem in the con-
text of  digital databases. the descriptive logic of  placing 
information in the structure of  an information model 
needs to be accompanied by effective procedures for stor-
ing, retrieving, updating and deleting information in a 
database (cf. bachman 1966:225). this procedural logic 
determines how information can be handled within com-
puters and how it is put to practice in our emerging data-
base culture. even though the importance of  this cannot 
be overstated, this paper is concerned with a different 
question. it aims to show how the gradual solution of  the 
problem of  data independence led in recent years to the 
emergence of  a new data essentialism, which resurrects 
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the “transcendental signified” that Derrida (2001:354) 
among many others put to rest since the 1960s. 
today the transcendental signified takes the shape of  the 
database, which serves as “privileged reference” (ibid.:361) 
interrupting the otherwise infinite “play of  significa-
tion” (ibid.:354). and the data contained in the “buckets 
full of  facts” (cf. haigh 2006:33f.) called databases ap-
pears to be pure, raw, and autonomous. of  course “raw 
data is an oxymoron” as Geoffrey bowker (2005:184) 
famously stated, but the imagination of  digital purity 
prevails in the recent hype around big data.1 big data, 
however, is just one recent example for this imaginary, 
whose origins in the context of  digital technologies can 
be traced back to the early years of  database develop-
ment. the subsequent media historical observations 
aim to underpin this claim by focusing on the debates 
over how specific information models have to become 
operative within database systems in order to solve the 
addressing problem and to ensure the independence of  
data management from its processing in particular ap-
plication programmes. this question leads to the efforts 
undertaken by the Data base task Group affiliated to 
the conference on Data Systems languages2 – in short 
coDaSyl – and by the Study Group on Database Sys-
tems initiated by the Standards Planning and require-
ments committee of  the american national Standards 
institute – in short anSi/SParc – to develop an archi-
tecture of  database management systems.
in 1969 the coDaSyl Data base task Group ad-
vanced the proposition that database management 
does not rely on just one information model, but on 
two separate levels of  modeling information labeled 
schema and sub-schema. thereby, two ways of  looking 
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at information were distinguished. the schema describes 
the way information is stored in the database, whereas 
the sub-schema defines the way in which the database 
appears to a specific user group or application pro-
gramme: “the concept of  separate schema and sub-
schema allows the separation of  the description of  the 
entire database from the description of  portions of  the 
database known to individual programs” (coDaSyl 
Data base task Group 1969:ii-5). Within this architec-
tural framework a database has one schema, but for each 
schema multiple sub-schemas can be defined which have 
to be compatible with the database schema (see figure 3). 
the differentiation of  the two levels reflects the compet-
ing needs and expectations of  different interest groups 
within coDaSyl as William t. olle stated in 1978 in 
a retrospective: 

“the arguments which were raging during the years 1967 and 
1968 reflected the two principle types of  background from which 
contributors to the data base field came. People like Bachman, 
Dodd and simmons epitomize the manufacturing environment 
[…]. Others, such as those who had spoken at the early 1963 
sDC symposium, and indeed myself  had seen the need for easy to 
use retrieval languages which would enable easy access to data by 
non-programmers.” (olle 1978:3) 

this dispute between engineers and end-users led to 
the proposal of  the two-level database architecture, 
which must be recognized as a meta-model of  informa-
tion modeling in digital databases. Whereas in the defi-
nition of  the schema’s and the sub-schema’s different 
views of  the same information are made explicit, the 
differentiation between these levels serves as a model 
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of  the information flow between the user interfaces and 
the storage devices. that is, according to this model  
users do not directly interact with the data storage, but 
interface with the database through various applica-
tion programmes by relying on sub-schemas that are 
mapped on the database schema, which remains hid-
den from the user.
With regard to the problem of  data independence, the 
coDaSyl database architecture quickly proved to be 
insufficient because in the definition of  the schema the 
conceptual description of  information is superimposed 
by their material organization in the storage: “the 
schema describes the database in terms of  the character-
istics of  the data as it appears in secondary storage and 
the implicit and explicit relationship between data ele-
ments” (coDaSyl Data base task Group 1969:2-2).

external  schema  #1

external  schema  #2

external  schema  #n

old schema

mappings

new schema

figure 3: Schema Mapping in the coDaSyl 
two-level architecture (bachman 1975:570)

marcus Burkhardt
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as a consequence each change in the ordering of  in-
formation on hard drives was in fact a change in the 
schema that again made it necessary to realign the map-
pings between the schema and its sub-schemas.3 Shortly 
after the coDaSyl Data base task Group presented 
its final report in 1971 the Standards Planning and re-
quirements committee of  the american national Stan-
dards institute – in short anSi/SParc – founded the 
Study Group on Database Systems whose task was to 
determine possible areas of  standardization in the field 
of  database technologies (cf. bachman 1974:16).
building on the results of  the coDaSyl task group, 
a three-level database architecture was developed, dis-
tinguishing between the external, the internal and the 
conceptual views of  information stored in databases. 
according to bachman the external view or schema is 
equivalent to the sub-schema of  the coDaSyl proposal 
and the internal view as well as the conceptual view are 
related to the schema. accordingly the anSi/SParc 
Study Group proposed a more differentiated view on 
how information is stored in the computer and how its 
meaning is made explicit to the machine. Whereas in the 
schema of  the coDSayl architecture the semantics of  
information was enmeshed in the “layout of  physical re-
cords” (national institute of  Standards and technology 
1993:54), the anSi/SParc architecture proposed the 
separation of  the conceptual description of  information 
from its physical arrangement in storage. the semantic 
structure and the storage structure of  a database are con-
sidered to be different levels of  looking at and dealing 
with information. as a result the direct mapping between 
a schema and its sub-schemas is transformed into a two-
step process of  translating between the internal logic of  

a new Digital Purity? 
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computers and the external logic of  human users, respec-
tively, between the logics of  data management and data 
processing. in the opinion of  the members of  the study 
group this constitutes a certain indirection that is “essen-
tial to data independence” (tsichritzis/Klug 1978:184). 

old internal schema

mappings

new internal schema

external  schema  #1

mappings

conceptual
schema

external  schema  #2

external  schema  #n

figure 4: Schema Mapping in the anSi/SParc three-
level architecture (bachman 1975:570)

to date this architecture serves as a conceptual but 
idealized framework of  thinking about and designing 
databases. almost every basic textbook on database 
technologies starts by outlining this architecture. yet in 
contrast to the original visualization in figure 4, today 
the diagram is typically rotated by 90 degrees, thereby 
emphasizing the flow of  information between the sur-
faces of  multiple user interfaces and the invisible depth 
of  the database (see figure 5). the lasting significance 
of  this architecture is mainly due to the fact that within 
this meta-model of  information modeling the exact 
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level is identified on which the structural explication 
of  the information model becomes operative. the se-
cret weapon of  database administrators is the concep-
tual schema, which is situated in between and serves as 
mediator between the internal logic of  the binary data 
representation in the storage on the one hand and of  
the external human uses of  information on the other 
hand. hereby the external and internal logics of  hand-
ling vast collections of  information are insulated from 
each other. 

External  Schemas

Conceptual Schema

Internal  Schema

figure 5: typical visualization of  the anSi/SParc 
three level architecture

the conceptual schema allows for the automatic stor-
age and retrieval of  information in databases because 
it serves as translator or intermediary. or, to put it an-
other way, in order to serve as a powerful means for the 
management of  digital information, the conceptual in-
formation model has to operate in between and at best 
must enable the automatic translation of  queries sub-
mitted by users into effective retrieval routines that can 
be executed by computers. this is done by database 
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management systems which are usually designed to de-
scribe and handle information according to a specific 
data model. for approximately 30 years the relational 
data model and, accordingly, the SQl data definition 
and manipulation language have been predominant.4 
even though the notion of  database systems seems to 
be equivalent to relational systems in today’s digital me-
dia culture, the relational modeling paradigm unfolds its 
efficacy and importance on the basis of  anSi/SParc 
three level database architecture. 
Within this framework the various external uses of  in-
formation gain a certain degree of  autonomy from the 
internal management of  binary data and their physical 
materialization in the storage. as a result the end-user 
of  a database can largely ignore the specifics of  data 
management on the internal level. he or she inter-
acts with the database through the information model. 
in doing so, information is not addressed by location 
but by its meaning as it is specified in the conceptual 
schema. this leads to the impression of  immateriality 
accompanying digital information. in this respect Da-
tabase management systems in general and the anSi/
SParc database architecture in particular constitute 
the material basis for the apparent immateriality of  the 
information stored in databases. however, this is not 
entirely unproblematic inasmuch as this materialized 
immateriality is accompanied by the illusion that pure 
and raw information is stored in databases that can be 
uniformly processed by generic software applications. 
by shielding users from the internal logic of  data stor-
age, many database applications also hide the infor-
mation’s having to be structured in order to become 
collectable and retrievable. and even if  users are aware 
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of  this, the role of  information models is frequently 
misconstrued. 
on the external level of  user interfaces, the database 
manifests itself  as an invisible and inscrutable bucket or 
container that not only bears a wide array of  informa-
tion but also drives the imagination of  its users. this is 
reflected in the icon conventionally used to depict da-
tabases: a barrel or bucket (see figure 6).5 it is indeed 
impossible to enter this bucket, that is, and take a look 
around in the database. in short, we cannot orient our-
selves within the database, because users are structur-
ally kept out. the only possibility to explore whether a 
database has certain information in store is to pose a 
query that yields an automatic answer. herein lie the 
magic and the mystery of  digital databases, because the 
two-step translation process between the external and 
the internal level takes shape as the direct interaction of  
users with an apparently inexhaustible resource. 

figure 6: the barrel as iconic representation 
of  databases

as a black box full of  information, the database be-
comes the virtually infinite center of  our signifying 
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practices that appears to be “semiotically transcenden-
tal” as alan liu (2008:217) pointed out in reference to 
Jacques Derrida. in his essay structure, sign and Play in the 
Discourse of  the Human sciences Derrida diagnosed a rup-
ture in the thinking of  the “structurality of  structure” 
(Derrida 2001:352) that according to him lead to the 
“abandonment of  all references to a center, to a subject, 
to a privileged reference, to an absolute origin” (ibid.:361). 
yet, within digital database systems the invisible and in-
scrutable database storage serves as center from which 
virtually all information can be drawn. it serves as “a 
center which arrests and grounds the play of  substitutions” 
(ibid.: 365), that is, the database delimits the otherwise 
infinite “play of  signification” (ibid.:354) and thus be-
comes what Derrida called the “transcendental signi-
fied” (ibid.:354).
the illusion of  the presumed fulfillment of  the desire 
for a privileged reference, center or origin forms the 
basis of  traditional database management systems and 
their contemporary successors. the linked open Data 
movement, for example, tries to transform the Web into 
a “single global database” (heath/bizer 2011:107) that 
can be queried and analyzed by “generic applications 
that operate over the complete data space” (ibid.:5). 
this promise is based upon the assumption that digital 
databases enable us to store and retrieve pure informa-
tion that in turn is evoked by the independence, auton-
omy or immateriality inherent to digital information 
within the architectural framework of  database systems. 
in Michel foucault’s terminology of  the archeology 
of  Knowledge, pure information could be described as 
statements without enunciative function, that is, state-
ments whose identity does not rely on “a complex set 
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of  material institutions” (foucault 1972:193). the belief  
in this new digital purity manifests itself  in tim ber-
ners-lee’s well-known call for “raw data now” (2009) 
which forms the ideological basis of  the semantic web 
vision and the linked open data movement. 
contrarily, imaginary databases are never just collec-
tions of  preexisting information. they are rather means 
of  creating information by transforming them into a 
resource. or to put it in terms of  heidegger’s (1977) 
philosophy of  technology, a database transforms infor-
mation into a standing-reserve that is ready-to-hand, 
whereby the information comes into existence as infor-
mation by means of  the conceptual information model 
which delimits what can be stored within the database. 
in regard to the information model, the database does 
not represent reality but constructs it by defining what 
is to be “counted-as-one” (badiou 2005: passim) and 
is therefore to be treated as existent according to that 
model. yet within the limits of  this model the database 
might contain objective information about reality. in 
this regard databases oscillate between social construc-
tivism and realism. 
taking this double nature of  database information into 
account prevents us from naturalizing data and treating 
it as pure, autonomous, and immaterial. Database tech-
nologies are rather the material basis for the seeming 
purity, autonomy, and immateriality of  digital data. as 
such they do not just determine what we know about the 
world, but what it means to know ‘the world,’ which will 
always already have been ‘our world.’

a new Digital Purity? 
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notes

1 Drawing on bowker‘s statement, lisa Gitelman 
(2013) published an edited volume on the history and 
theory of  the emerging data culture.

2 originally the coDaSyl Data base task Group 
was founded in 1965 as List Processing task Force aimed 
at extending the programming language cobol with 
capabilities for handling large datasets. the group, 
which was set up of  users and developers from the 
computer industry, later renamed itself  and focused on 
developing an architectural model for database systems 
as well as the network data model.

3 by distinguishing between how information is 
stored in the computer and how it appears to users the 
schema-sub-schema-architecture has certain parallels 
to the common twofold view on digital objects that 
manifest themselves as binary representation invisible 
to the human eye and as phenomenal presentation on 
user interfaces. (vgl. national institute of  Standards 
and technology 1993:47)

4 the relational data model was proposed by edgar 
f. codd in his seminal paper a relational model of  Data 
for Large shared Data Banks (1970). During the 1980s the 
relational model became the de facto standard in data-
base management.

5 incidentally, the same pictogram is often used for 
depicting hard disks in technical contexts.
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DatabaSe infraStructure – 
factual rePercuSSionS  

of a GhoSt

FranCIs HunGEr

“us-society’s low-income fringe, which grew significantly during 
the crisis years, includes people who rely on state-run food support. 
these benefits still bear the name ‘food stamps,’ a term referring 
to the post-World War II period although a private company cur-
rently runs a digital system called Electronic Benefits transfer, in 
short EBt, which deals with the financial transactions. […] Last 
Saturday [Oct. 12, 2013] at around 9 am in some northern fed-
eral states the electronic EBt-cards began to malfunction. the 
‘food chains’’ shopping peak time had not yet begun. One-and-a-
half  hours later the EBt-payment system failed on the West coast 
and shortly afterwards in the East as well, all the way down to 
Florida, at a time when many clients were beginning their shop-
ping. […] Within a few days the situation escalated. the com-
puter problems appeared to be of  serious nature, and the EBt- 
system stayed offline. Occasionally reports of  organized supermar-
ket plundering appeared on the Internet – it got dicey in gunmens’ 
country” (Kurz 2013:37, transl. f.h.).

Journalist constanze Kurz described it further in the 
frankfurter allgemeine Zeitung as an infrastructural 
breakdown, providing an impressive example of  infra-
structures’ becoming visible only during breakdown. 

the aim of  the following is to develop a notion of  how 
the visibility of  database systems – understood as basic 
infrastructure in post-fordist societies – can be raised. 
infrastructure studies, a relatively new field, provide the 
theoretical framework, enriched by methods developed 
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in the academic disciplines of  media studies, media his-
tory, and media art. to begin, a discussion of  infrastruc-
ture in general is necessary along with a view to how 
far database systems can be addressed as infrastructure. 
Going further, we look into the database infrastructure’s 
various dimensions, such as time, space, membership, 
organizational structures, and practices. this leads to 
a practical approach in making database systems more 
visible through paying attention to recurring aspects of  
user interfaces, which can help in identifying the under-
lying database infrastructures. the intention embodied 
by this text is the development of  a theoretical base for 
further practical, artistic explorations.

Geoffrey bowker, Karen baker, florence Millerand and 
David ribes introduce in their essay towards Information 
Infrastructure studies: Ways of  Knowing in a networked Environ-
ment (2010) a field of  study which aims to observe and in-
terpret everyday, in particular computerized, networked 
infrastructures which are called cyber-infrastructures 
(bowker et al. 2010:97). infrastructures are defined there 
as “vast sets of  collective equipment necessary to hu-
man activities.”1this could be stone, concrete, pipes, or 
wires, but this notion includes protocols, standards and 
knowledge as well. the latter three actually enable the 
common use of  the infrastructure by the diverse users  
and maintainers, that is, developers, administrators, 
managers and end-users. 
from this definition and from our own experience we 
can deduce that infrastructure is characterized by its 
distribution in space and time. at the same time “infra-
structure typically exists in the background, it is invisi-
ble, and it is frequently taken for granted” (ibid.). and 
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this is exactly because of  this ‘embeddedness,’ that their 
relative invisibility makes sense. this, however, can lead 
to invisibility of  the economies and social dynamics of  
infrastructure and affects the maintainers, who experi-
ence low visibility and often enough receive low salaries.2 
Sociologists Susan l. Star and Karen ruhleder further 
observe a series of  pairs in infrastructure: “it is both en-
gine of  and barrier to change; both customizable and 
rigid; both inside and outside organizational practices. it 
is product and process” (Star/ruhleder 1996:114).

urbanism researchers Stephen Graham and Simon 
Marvin describe the spreading of  infrastructures in their 
study splintering urbanism – networked Infrastructures as fol-
lows: “infrastructure networks dramatically, but highly 
unevenly, ‘warp’ and refashion spaces and times of  all 
aspects of  interaction – social, economic, cultural, physi-
cal, ecological. infrastructure networks are thus involved 
in sustaining what we might call ‘sociotechnical geom-
etries of  power’ in very real – but often very complex 
– ways (see Massey, 1993). they tend to embody ‘con-
gealed social interests’ (bijker, 1993)” (Graham/Marvin 
2001:17). referring to bijker, they further develop the 
notion of  “congealed” or “frozen” when discussing in-
frastructure as capital: “as capital that is literally ‘sunk’ 
and embedded within and between the fabrics of  cities,  
they represent long-term accumulations of  finance, 
technology, know-how, organizational and geopolitical 
power” (ibid:12).
the metaphor of  frozenness in conjunction with infra-
structure is also used by Geoffrey bowker and Susan 
Star. they speak of  software as frozen organizational dis-
course and compare it to machines where the processual 
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and energetic parts of  humans’ work become frozen in 
technological form. “Modern information technologies 
[…] embed and inscribe work in ways that are import-
ant for policy-makers, but which are often difficult to 
see. Where they are used to make decisions or to repre-
sent decision-making processes, such technologies also 
act to embed those decisions. that is, the arguments, de-
cisions, uncertainties and processual nature of  decision- 
making are hidden away inside a piece of  technology or 
in a complex representation. thus values, opinions and 
rhetoric are frozen into codes, electronic thresholds and 
computer applications. extending Marx, then, we can 
say that in many ways, software is frozen organizational 
discourse” (bowker/Star 1994:187).
We have established already that infrastructure goes 
beyond concrete and pipes, but it even gets more com-
plex because infrastructure also changes over time, as 
well as its users and usage. infrastructure already bears 
the history of  its emergence within: discussions among 
engineers; decisions about user interfaces from the sim-
ple valve to complex computer interfaces; legal conflicts; 
and power struggles are part of  the standardization pro-
cesses. When finished, a fixed standard creates stability 
for a certain period of  time until economic, techno-
logical, or social changes give reason for changing the 
standards again. the process of  standardization fur-
thermore implies economical advantages for individual 
actors wherever they own the patents to the standards’ 
key technologies.3

the dimension of  time implies further that infrastruc-
ture is designed in a manner which allows its functioning 
for really long periods of  time. Streets, railroad tracks, 
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and drainage systems have been developed to function 
over extended time spans. this is accomplished partially 
through the interchangeability of  modular single parts; 
just recall the single elements of  a railroad system. in 
particular long-term users expect its guaranteed func-
tioning. they become accustomed to it, a process aug-
mented by the infrastructural practices’ often having  
been built on top of  already existing infrastructures. 
computer networks build on electrical networks, as a 
second step in reciprocal fashion, and so on. this cor-
relates with the invisibility of  infrastructure already 
discussed; as long as it works, it stays out of  sight. 
conversely, infrastructure gains visibility upon its break-
down, be it a break in a water main or as on June 21, 
2012 the twitter outage, caused by a “cascading bug in 
one of  our infrastructure components” (handelsblatt, 
21 Jun. 2012).
furthermore, organizational structures are established 
which allow for financial and juridical forward planning. 
We can look at the international telecommunication 
union/radiocommunications Sector as an example:4 
it coordinates the sharing of  the limited space in geo-
stationary orbits among the diverse governmental and 
non-governmental actors.
in terms of  databases, the conference on Data System 
languages (coDaSyl), convened by the uS Defense 
Department, was of  infrastructural importance. it not 
only established the programming language cobol 
but also created the basics for a standardization of  da-
tabase technologies. a sub-group, the Data base task 
Group, delivered in 1968 its first report called COBOL 
extensions to handle Data Bases. in subsequent reports it 
became known as the coDaSyl network model. the 
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breakthrough, however, was reached using the relational 
model developed by edgar f. codd at ibM in 1970. it 
differed significantly from the coDaSyl proposal, and 
only in the 1980’s did it become a quasi-standard of  to-
day’s database technology.5

coDaSyl is also a relevant example of  a govern-
ment-funded organization. infrastructure studies are 
not solely concerned with the histories of  infrastructural 
product and service development, but with the history 
of  those organizations who create the context as well. 
it is they who define, categorize, organize, discuss and 
create standards. it can be assumed that it would be 
easy to fill a theater stage with the ongoing drama of  
power struggle, lobbying, friendship and competition 
surrounding this process. “We can not [record] the his-
tory of  software without [recording] the history of  their 
surrounding organizations,” writes the technology histo-
rian Geoffrey bowker (bowker 2010:102).

coDaSyl members in 1969

James P. fry the Mitre corporation
Mary K. hawes information Systems leasing 
 corp.
William c. McGee ibM international business 
 Machines
tax a. Metaxides bell telephone laboratories
t. William olle  rca radio corporation of  
 america
Jonas rabin Western electric
Martin J. rich eSSo Mathematics and 
 Systems, inc.
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richard f. Schubert  Goodrich chemical 
 company
edgar h. Sibley university of  Michigan
aria e. Weinert naval command System 
 Support activity 
alfred h. vorhaus SDc System Development 
 corporation
John W. young the national cash register 
 company

figure 1: Members of  the coDaSyl in 1969 
(coDaSyl 1969a).

Membership is another facet of  infrastructural organiza-
tions. “Strangers and outsiders encounter infrastructure 
as a target object to be learned about. new participants 
acquire a naturalized familiarity with its objects as they 
become members” (Star/ruhleder 1996:116). to be 
naturalized in this context implies that to the members a 
certain infrastructure appears to function naturally: “it 
always has been working like this,”6 the qualified user 
may say, while newbies still struggle with details and un-
answered questions. So over time one who would iden-
tify a functioning infrastructure becomes a member; if  
unsuccessful at this, potential members get pushed away.

Whether or not a structure becomes infrastructure de-
pends on developers and users. in their study steps toward 
an Ecology of  Infrastructure: Design and access for Large Infor-
mation spaces, Susan l. Star and Karen ruhleder looked 
at a community of  biologists who already were users of  
a scientific community system or were about to enter the 
system. the Worm Community system enabled networked 
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interactions among uS-scientists and their work on ge-
netic sequencing. While the software package, globally 
seen, was well developed and documented, the individ-
ual users at local levels put up resistance when actually 
trying to implement the software. local it depart-
ments, for instance, were not willing to run the unix-
based system, since they were used to Windows servers. 
tension also originated with software developers who 
opted globally for unix and the users who preferred 
apple Macintosh computers over unix. “on one level 
it is a discussion about operating systems, on another it 
is representative of  two world views and sets of  values 
with respect to the relationship between technology and 
work, and the relationship between the tool and user” 
(Star/ruhleder 1996:130). Star and ruhleder describe 
the tension between a flexible, familiar usage adapted 
to local needs and the global necessity for standards and 
continuity. Such tension grows with the global distribu-
tion of  an infrastructure. they observe: “an infrastruc-
ture occurs when the tension between local and global is 
solved” (Star/ruhleder 1996:117).

another impressive example of  the tension between lo-
cal and global needs is the library at the university in 
leipzig. over the last 15 years its systems have changed 
from manual book handling to computerized handling 
involving a complex set of  database software systems. it 
is comprised not only of  the library’s catalogs but also 
media that are within reach of  the library through inter- 
library loans or, more generally, through electronic  
licenses from large distributors or aggregators, such as 
ebsco, exlibris or ProQuest, some of  which are or-
dered almost in real time according to users’ demands. 
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it includes data, i.e., titles or availability, kept locally at 
the library, which consists of  several branches spread 
over the city. it incorporates data that is collected and 
consolidated with associated libraries through the 
Südwestdeutscher bibliotheksverbund (South-West 
German library network). it is composed of  data from 
the German national library and other national librar-
ies. recently they moved their search infrastructure, 
funded by the european union and the German federal 
state of  Saxony, from a relational database approach, 
the oPac, to that of  a search-engine-like setting, em-
ploying and co-developing open source solutions like 
Solr and vufind. another emerging approach is the 
use and provision of  open Data access through aPis, 
where the library not only receives data from other ser-
vices but also publicly provides its own data, i.e., title 
meta-data. this listing may only roughly illustrate the 
tension that appears between local needs and global in-
teraction of  these interdependent systems, but it is ob-
vious that in this library, where two decades ago only 
insular local electronic databases were installed, but 
where today a technological landscape distributes data 
locally and globally. huge changes have indeed taken 
place (hunger 2014).

it can make a difference whether the infrastructure 
owners are state- or privately run, and the form of  own-
ership often differs among the various organizational 
structures which may be involved in the particular infra-
structure. in this way it can happen in meta-structures 
or meta-organizations, that state actors often interact 
with private actors using differing scopes of  resources. 
thus, the decision as to whether infrastructure should 
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be a state or communal task is subject to change over 
time. over the last two decades a phenomenon could 
be observed wherein after initial privatization of  a com-
munal infrastructure, i.e., hospitals, water supply com-
panies, or tram lines, on becoming aware of  a series 
of  unexpected consequences, the privatization was re-
versed and the infrastructure brought back into public 
ownership by the municipality.7 

GLOBAL

LOCAL

TECHNICAL SOCIAL

Reach/Scope

Links with  
conventions  
of practice

Learned 
as part of 
membership

Embeddedness
Becomes 
visible upon
breakdown

Built on an 
installed base

Embodiment 
of standards

Transparency

figure 2: clockwise: information infrastructure 
as distributions along technical/social and 
global/local axes (bowker et al. 2010:101, referring 
to Star/ruhleder 1996).

today’s internet emerged from a mixture of  university 
and military structures. after state-subsidized organiza-
tions financed using tax monies powered a concentrated 
initial funding, private actors were able to take over the 
basic technology and create a market by fostering the 
technological innovation towards mass consumer prod-
ucts (see national research council 1999). in addition 
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to the internet, the Global Positioning System, commu-
nication satellite systems in general or the personal com-
puter in particular show this pattern of  a first govern-
mental then private ownership succession. as already 
alluded to, with that we can observe mixed private- 
public infrastructure organization structures, such as in 
the Global Positioning System. this system of  24 satel-
lites is managed and maintained by the uS military. it 
includes ground infrastructure, transceiver and receiver 
stations, a control room which, for instance, adjusts sat-
ellites’ orbits, and resources for rocket launches since the 
satellites have to be replaced every 15 to 20 years. this 
is achieved partly through naSa and partly through 
private businesses such as the ariane corporation. the 
satellites’ construction is in the hands of  the private  
defense industry. the end user is served by private pro- 
viders of  navigation systems and geodata services. Geo-
data in turn is produced and provided in part by private 
actors and partially by public organizations, such as the 
land registry offices. Public and private databases play at 
many points of  these infrastructures an integral role in 
data handling and processing (hunger 2012).8

the establishing of  state-run infrastructures ultimately 
depends on tax income and the ability to incur debts 
for large scale projects. in that sense it is politicians 
who have the task of  establishing justification contexts 
for public infrastructure investment. once the state-
run establishment of  an infrastructure succeeds, it can 
be observed that it remains under public ownership for 
at least a 30-year period. Private companies often offer 
services and products which extend and diversify this in-
frastructure towards a mass market; they finance their 
actions through the stock market and have to be able 
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to present a direct gain, in the sense of  the intention 
to make a profit, to their investors and creditors.9 both 
forms of  ownership appear to supplement and depend 
on each other.

today databases sit at the heart of  nearly every software 
application. While hardware was advancing the devel-
opment of  electronic computers during the early phase 
(1940s–1970s), today software plays an important part 
in innovation. the universal computer in the hardware 
sense was strongly pushed by John von neumann and 
his cohorts from 1945 on and since has become the pre-
dominant model for electronic computers. this model 
describes a computer consisting of  the processing unit, 
control unit, memory (for software and for data) and in-
put and output units. Goal of  this configuration was to 
make software independent of  data (ceruzzi 1998:21f). 
With regard to databases we can observe a similar move-
ment: the current paradigm, the relational database, 
developed and promoted by edgar f. codd aimed to 
make the data independent of  the underlying hardware 
structure (codd 1970). My preliminary assumption is 
that codd’s relational model is the complementary part 
to von neumanns idea of  universality.10

concluding (with Star/ruhleder 1996:116) infrastruc-
ture appears in multiple dimensions:
– embeddedness,
– transparency/invisibility,
– reach or scope beyond a single event or place,
– learning through membership,
– conventions derived from practice,
– embodiment of  standards,
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– basis in existing infrastructure, and
– visibility on breakdown,
to which i’d like to add the dimensions
– public/private ownership and
– universality of  concept.

Databases only emerge as infrastructure through their 
being embedded in already existing infrastructures such 
as computer networks or software environments. Data-
bases as infrastructure are subject to a complex set of  
relationships, which usually stay invisible.

Ghost hunters: Strategies 
in creating visibility

it has already become obvious how deeply the vocabu-
lary that we use is shaped by infrastructures’ invisibility: 
infrastructure “exists in the background,” is “literally 
sunk,” or “transparent.” now we can simply assume 
that the issue of  in-/visibility addresses a political di-
mension as well. Database infrastructure resembles an 
invisible ghost or a ghost in a shell,11 hidden in a cover 
of  chips and circuit boards.
the visualization of  infrastructure during its breakdown 
is pop-culturally known via many films and tv-series: 
new york gets flooded and frozen in the day after tomor-
row (2004), a large part of  infrastructure is destroyed, 
where the new york Public library remains alone as a 
survivors’ hideaway. in Falling skies (2011) aliens nearly 
destroy humankind, who leave the central urban areas 
and rebuild a new infrastructure advancing from the 
periphery. the science-fiction series revolution (2012) 
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depicts an archaic world following the global break-
down of  electric power networks. 
the breakdown of  infrastructure, the fears connected 
with it, and the general dependence on infrastructures is 
represented in these phantasies in the form of  an imag-
inary, subconscious fear, a phantasm in the lacanian 
sense. Similar phantasies play a role in the hacker movie 
genre, where a dysfunctional computer system com-
pletely paralyzes the function of  a broad infrastructure, 
as for instance in Wargames (1983) and sneakers (1992). 
the computer game Watchdog (2014) may be the most 
obvious example: the game’s hero, aiden Pearce, uses a 
mobile phone with an extra function that allows him to 
interact with infrastructure via a centralized computer 
system, so he can switch traffic lights on and off, ma-
nipulate surveillance cameras in public spaces, or close 
gates and bars at will.
these pop-cultural works celebrate catastrophic scenar-
ios and manage to address subconscious fears of  the col-
lapse of  civilization. they point up our dependence on 
infrastructure for the most part implicitly, that is, with-
out mentioning explicitly the term ‘infrastructure.’ ap-
propriately the name of  the genre is ‘disaster film,’ not 
‘infrastructure film.’ however, if  we aim to make infra-
structure visible, it is bowker et al. who proposes investi-
gating infrastructural breakdowns as just such a means.
another method is the use of  infographics, whose aim is 
to reduce complex problems to clearly structured graph-
ics – but in the case of  infrastructure this often means that 
designers tend to address the comprehensible aspects 
of  infrastructure, that is, ‘bricks and mortar’ or users.  
they tend to deal with temporal or juridical aspects in-
sufficiently.
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Shannon Mattern, a professor of  media studies, pro-
poses best practices beyond mapping and visualization 
through photography and video: “We should consider 
if  there are perhaps other modes of  ‘accounting for’ in-
frastructural units, their couplings and chasms, and the 
‘relations that take shape through and around them’ 
that don’t necessarily translate infrastructures into vi-
sual – graphic – form. could we possibly play an infra-
structure? Listen to it? and of  course visit it?” (Mattern 
2012). in her essay Infrastructural tourism (2012) Mattern 
discusses several media art projects12 which employed 
performative strategies and enabled infrastructure users 
to develop a kind of  basic “infrastructural literacy.” yet 
she critically comments on these projects: “there seems 
to be an implicit idea in many situationist-style inter-
ventions that participants learn to look at their environ-
ment in new ways. but ways this ‘knowledge’ becomes 
expressed after the tour, derive, or whatever, remain 
vague. … The ‘after’ seems largely unexplored” (ibid.). 
She argues that it would require further steps to tie the 
participants’ experiences sustainably and proposes, for 
example, the creation of  a topical research library that 
supports a deeper insight into structures and political 
decisions. Mattern identifies further potential in an ac-
tual application of  knowledge generated in the field of  
infrastructure studies through “introducing more criti-
cally aware design practices, or reversing protocols and 
regulations” (ibid.).

another method of  visualization was described as 
“infrastructural inversion” by Geoffrey bowker in 
1994.13 lisa Parks, professor of  film and media stud-
ies, employed this method for her studies of  satellite 
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infrastructure. Satellites in orbit remain invisible to un-
aided sight, a problem similar to the invisibility of  da-
tabases. During the workshop satellites/Borders/Footprints 
with lisa Parks, which i organized at the hartware 
MedienKunstverein Dortmund in 2010, i learned this 
method of  visualization of  ‘invisible’ infrastructure. 
While it is difficult to observe ‘distant’ parts of  infrastruc-
ture such as command centers and their workers, the 
rocket industry, ground stations, or regulatory bodies,  
there is still an obvious part visible to the naked eye, the 
satellite dish. yet Parks mentions that any approach to 
infrastructure, in this case the satellite footprint – the 
strip on earth where a certain satellite is receivable – has 
to stay necessarily fragmentary. “rather than assume 
the footprint could be described in its totality, footprint 
analysis deals only with portions of  it in order to pro-
vide a sense of  the complexity and impossibility of  an 
entire picture. in other words, rather than setting out 
to describe and document all parts of  the system that 
make a footprint possible, the analysis focuses upon a 
selection of  localized sites or issues as suggestive parts 
of  a broader system that is imperceptible in its entirety” 
(Parks 2009).
i think the method of  infrastructural inversion, which 
lisa Parks practically developed within the context of  
anthropological field research in referring to bowker 
(1994) and fiske (1996), can be fruitfully employed for 
databases as well. We can paraphrase Parks’ consider-
ations directly with just the change of  one word: rather 
than assume that ‘database infrastructure’ could be de-
scribed in its totality, ‘database analysis’ concerns itself  
solely with portions of  it in order to provide a sense of  
the complexity and impossibility of  an entire picture.
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Summarizing, the following methods for fostering data-
base-visibility can be employed:
– visibility during breakdown in fictional,   
documentary or journalistic approaches;
– visualization/Mapping;
– performative, artistic strategies; and
– infrastructural inversion/field studies.

When trying to apply the infrastructural inversion 
method to database infrastructure, we would first iden-
tify those parts of  database systems with lower visibility:
– geographically dispersed data centers, which house 
database servers and databases software;
– organizational structures and those individuals who 
programme and distribute database software; and
– the structures and raw data of  databases, which tend 
to be hidden from public perception through the lim-
itation of  access rights and through layers of  software 
‘protecting’ the database.

in a second step we can turn to aspects of  database  
infrastructure with higher visibility. visually they appear 
through the different modi: 1.) data input 2.) query mo-
dus 3.) result display. While the data input- and query- 
modi often use form fields where users can enter data, 
the result display uses list views of  different complexity 
to present data.14

to deduce finally the existence of  databases from the 
perspective of  visual output, we could look out for the 
following functions and visual signs:
– form view for data input, search queries and 
 updating data;
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– list view or presence of  structured data;
– use of  abstract organizing principles, i.e.,  
iD-numbers;
– login, which allows for gradual access levels  
and individualization;
– changing logs that record changes in data, i.e.,  
in Wikipedia, where it records different article  
versions and the editors’ user names; and
– external data access through a standardized  
interface, the aPi.15

these visuals in the form of  user interfaces provide 
higher visibility, and they also allow for a partial reverse- 
engineering of  the infrastructure that is hidden in the 
background, based on the idea that the user need not 
concern him- or herself  with infrastructures’ details.

the discussion as presented is mostly theoretical at this 
point. however, it is my hope that it may be inspira-
tional for some, and i look forward to developing it fur-
ther and adapting it in practice.
 

notes

1 “collective” here addresses the form of  usage, not 
of  ownership.

2 only a few highly qualified workers are better 
paid. in this context the meaning of  “highly qualified” 
is limited to the qualifications as demanded by the 
labor market. it is up to further research to look into 
the relation between maintenance work and female 
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reproductive work, both of  which share the aspects   
of  low payment and low visibility. these might be 
positioned against a higher public visibility of  the new 
creation as such, that is, the process of  establishing 
infrastructure, which process can be associated with the 
pairing of  the male subject and the public sphere.

3 for databases these struggles can be observed exem-
plary during the discussions over the hierarchic model, 
the networked model and the relational model, within 
and around the coDaSyl committee.

4 the radiocommunication Sector/itu is a united 
nations committee and responsible for the assignment 
of  international radio frequencies. cf. http://www.itu.
int/en/itu-r.

5 cf. primary sources: coDaSyl 1969a, co-
DaSyl 1969b, codd 1970; secondary sources: fry/
Sibley 1976, McGee 1981, haigh 2004.

6 note: a ‘naturalized’ member draws its meaning 
from the process of  being naturalized, i.e., becoming  
a uS citizen through immigration.

7 in these cases it is possible to observe the ramifica-
tions of  neoliberal ideas in relation to infrastructure. 
although it is beyond the scope of  this article to discuss 
it in closer detail, the whole discussion of  public versus 
private ownership of  life-supporting infrastructure can 
show that infrastructure is subjected directly to political 
processes.
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8 See further the research by lisa Parks (2009, 2010). 
in future i hope to be able to show a similar model in 
regard to databases.

9 this pattern seems to have changed recently with 
the emergence of  companies like Google, but it would 
need further investigation to clarify this. at least for the 
product Google earth it can be shown that the pre-
cursor company Keyhole inc., which was founded in 
2001 and acquired by Google in 2004, got part of  their 
funding from state resources: the cia’s venture capital 
arm in-Q-tel channeled taxpayers’ money from the 
national Geospatial-intelligence agency into Keyhole 
inc. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keyhole,_inc).

10 i remain intentionally vague since further research 
is needed. this argument also necessarily ignores more 
recent technological developments in non-relational 
databases.

11 Ghost in a shell is a manga by Masamune Shirow, 
where the ghost is represented by the human mind 
directly and the shell is the cyborg-body surrounding 
the ghost.

12 e.g. the performances Electrical Walks by christina 
Kubisch.

13 bowker 1994, here cited after Parks 2009.

14 as lisa Parks with the satellite dish, i’m concen-
trating on the visual appearance of  database infrastruc-
ture and omit the many occasions where databases are 
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involved but do not become immediately visible to the end 
user, e.g., in logistics, production of  goods, services etc.

15 cf. bucher 2013.
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Databases pervade our everyday life, they are in-
volved in the individuals most fundamental activi-
ties. through their near invisibility and resistance 
to narration they produce subtile forms of  collec-
tive control and normalization, accompanied by 
keywords such as: mass surveillance, big data, user 
generated content.  

“Search routines: tales of  Databases” consists of  
three parts: the artistic positions within the ex-
hibition address the invisibility of  databases with 
strategies like narration or translation of  data and 
algorithms. Workshop teachers and participants 
researched the potential of  making the invisible 
visible or simply of  hiding oneself  from the da-
tabases range of  view. the symposium discussed 
databases from a sociological and cultural science 
perspective.


